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ABSTRACT
Industrialization and large scale demographic shifts to suburbs followed by
the expansion of planned shopping centers have caused old commercial
districts in inner cities to wither away and local small retail businesses to
decline. It is the purpose of this thesis to work out implementation strategies
for restoring and maintaining locally owned small retail businesses and to
revitalize declined old commercial districts. The reason for assisting local
independent retailers is that they are expected to play central roles in the
revitalization of old commercial districts in terms of providing strength,
identity, and community bonds for the revitalized districts.
The implementation strategies rely on the three success factors found through
a case study on the Church Street Marketplace in Burlington, Vermont.
Because the Church Street Marketplace is an application of the pedestrian mall
approach to the City's commercial center, it is expected that this case study
will give insights into how other declined commercial districts can be
revitalized. The three success factors are; the political umbrella that
intervened in the development of a regional shopping mall; the management
mechanism that has compensated for independent retailers' inability to
promote themselves as a whole; the well-designed pedestrian environment
that has generated dense pedestrian flows.
Supplemented with analyses of the possibilities for their meeting the common
conditions of other old commercial districts, the three factors are modified into
generalized strategies. A list of the generalized implementation strategies
includes: a positive public financial support program for development of
broader fields, including infrastructure improvement, office and residential
development; an interjurisdictional regulation mechanism over the renewal
of existing shopping centers; a management mechanism focusing on creating
physical linkage between retail and other districts and securing a sufficient
number of customers around retail districts; a semi-mall approach with the
pedestrian environment designed so as to strengthen visually the image of a
vigorous street by providing spaces for several outdoor activities and by
enhancing a spatial character as an urban plaza.
Thesis Advisor: Dr. Gary Hack
Title : Professor of Urban Design
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Downtowns used to be the vital retail foci where local
independent retailers were predominant. These retailers were a
major source of the vitality and critical components to create local
identities and community bonds.
Growing industrialization and drastic demographic shifts after
World War II changed the situation surrounding the retail trade
against local independent retailers. Technological advances caused
by industrialization led to mass production which in turn resulted in
mass merchandising. This trend made retail business an enterprise. 1
The competitors of local independent retailers, department stores,
chains, franchisees, and non-store retailing such as mail-order houses
and TV shopping, are now all large enterprises employing large
capital investment in pursuit of profits from mass production and
mass merchandising. Economies of scale have become keys to the
successful retail trade but local independents have not been abe to
benefit from this trend due to their scarce capital.
Urban sprawl has had doubly negative impacts on local
independents. It has taken patrons away from local independents.
They have had to face continued decline in population and incomes
of their neighbors and older facilities surrounding them have been
abandoned, undermaintained, and deteriorated. Also, residential
1 Geist, Johann, Arcades The MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1983
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growth in the suburbs has led to the invention of quite an effective
selling device, the planned shopping center, an exclusive
conglomeration of enterprises. In the early 1950s, the enclosed
shopping mall emerged.2 The following two decades were the era of
shopping centers. The surge of growth of shopping center
developments reached downtowns in the mid 1970s and now the
planned shopping centers comprising entrepreneurial retailers have
replaced downtowns as retail centers. The growing strength in
entrepreneurial retailing has changed the scene of the retail world
drastically and has put small independent retailers in the shade.
However, these planned shopping centers have not been able to
serve communities as centers of their life as old commercial districts
and local independent retailers used to do. Leaving old commercial
districts underutilized is a waste of historical and cultural assets and
huge public investments made in the past. It is of primary
importance to revitalize old commercial districts and restoring local
independent retailers is critical for it.
It is the purpose of this thesis to examine three strategies for
restoring and maintaining local independent retail businesses along
with the revitalization of old commercial districts and to study how
they can be implemented. Chapter 2 looks at the difficulties that
local independent retailers have been facing and discusses the roles
of local independent retailers. Chapter 3 presents a brief case study
on the Church Street Marketplace in Burlington, Vermont which has
2 Barr, Vilma and Broudy, Charles, Designing to Sell, McGraw-Hill Inc.,
New York, 1990
been successful in maintaining the vitality of local independent
retailers along with the old commercial district. Chapter 4 applies
the lessons drawn from the Burlington case study to other old
commercial districts. Attention is focussed on the following three
strategies: the interjurisdictional political intervention to protect local
independent retailers from threats of large scale entrepreneurial
retailing; the management mechanism to reinforce the activities of
old commercial districts in concert with the growth of neighboring
residential and office districts; and the physical improvement
principle to bring pedestrians back to old commercial districts.
Chapter 2
SMALL BUSINESS ISSUES
This chapter presents a general view of issues that local
independent retailers have encountered in the second half of the
twentieth century and discusses the necessities of assisting local
independent retailers so that they can survive in their competition
with large entrepreneurial retail businesses and contribute to the
revitalization of older inner cities.
2-1 RECENT TRENDS IN RETAIL MARKETS
Although the Census of Retail Trade does not focus on the trend
of different types of ownerships but on the size of retailers, sales
volume and the number of establishments, it shows the difficulties of
independent retailers in surviving in adverse retail market
conditions. A look at the census of retail trade reveals that the major
difficulties of independent retailers derived from the market share
accruing to chain stores.
Table 1 shows the number of establishments for both single
and multiunit firms during the fifteen year period from 1972 to
1987. The total number of single unit retailers decreased gradually
until 1982 but during the next five years they had drastic decreases
in their number. The absolute decrease in the total number of
establishments is attributable to the decrease in single
establishments during the five years. In contrast, the total number
of multiunit retailers showed continued increase throughout the
same period. The increase rate in the number of establishments for
multiunits in these periods was quite noticeable--70% in fifteen
years.
This remarkable increase in the number of multiunit
establishments can be attributed to the high growth rate of firms
which had more than 100 establishments. Almost all multiunit
categories showed continued increase in the number of
establishments since 1972. Out of all five categories, firms with
more than 100 units doubled the number of their establishments in
fifteen years. They occupied only 6% of total establishments in 1972;
Table 1 : Number of Establishments
1982 1987
Number (%) Number (%)
Total 1,923,228 (100) 1,503,593 (100)
Single unit total 1,508,159 (78) 1,005,848 (67)
Multiunit total 415,069 (22) 497,745 (33)
1-4 units 114,123 (5.9) 122,079 (8.1)
5-9 units 34,668 (1.8) 42,975 (2.9)
10-24 units 35,063 (1.8) 43,381 (2.9)
25-99 units 48,465 (2.5) 55,586 (3.7)
100 or more units 182,750 (9.5) 233,724 (15.5)
1972 1977
Number (%) Number (%)
Total 1,912,871(100) 1,855,068(100)
Single unit total 1,621,373 (85) 1,523,371 (82)
Multiunit total 291,498 (15) 331,697 (18)
2-5 units 95,553 (4.9) 95,419 (5.2)
6-10 units 20,777 (1.1) 25,940 (1.4)
11-25 units 22,631 (1.2) 27,480 (1.5)
26-100 units 35,279 (1.8) 40,536 (2.2)
101 or more units 142,322 (7.7) 142,322 (7.7)
Source: Census of Retail Trade.
however, the percentage increased to 15.5% in 1987 with a far
greater growth rate than other multiunit categories. Most of the
national chain stores have been included in this thriving multiunit
category in the Census of Retail Trade.
It may safely be said that the single unit and part of the
multiple unit category with less than five establishments correspond
to the locally owned shops. Until 1987, they were still dominant in
terms of the number of establishments, approximately 75% of total
altogether. However, their proportion of almost 90% in 1972 to total
establishments indicates that the balance of the number of single
multi retailers had already started to change in favor of multiunit
Table 2: Sales as Percent of Total
1982 1987
Total 100 100
Single unit total 45.8 43.4
Multiunit total 54.1 56.5
1-4 units 9.9 10.4
5-9 units 3.6 10.4
10-24 units 4.0 4.3
25-99 units 7.1 6.9
100 or more units 29.5 30.8
1972 1977
Total 100 100
Single unit total 54.9 52.0
Multiunit total 45.1 48.0
2-5 units 8.0 8.4
6-10 units 2.5 2.8
11-25 units 3.2 3.3
26-100 units 6.2 6.6
101 or more units 25.2 26.8
Source: Census of Retail Trade.
retailers. The high growth rate of multiunit firms from 1972 to 1987
suggests that it is only a matter of time until the number of
establishments of the multiunits surpasses that of single units.
As was shown above, at least up to three-quarters of the
twentieth century, the retail market had been led by independent
retailers. However, the sales volume of multiunits had already
overcome that of single units in 1982. Table 2 provides data on the
share of annual sales of different sizes of establishments in selected
years. The 1972 market share of single and multiunits of about 55%
and 45%, respectively, had been completely reversed by 1987.
Again, among the categories of multiunits, both the share and the
growth rate of firms with more than 100 establishments were
noticeable.
The relative strength of multiunits operating more than 100
establishments also can be seen in Table 3. As of 1987, just 487 out
of 1,076,288 retailers operated 233,724 establishments, about 16% of
total, and accounted for more than 30% of all retail sales in the
Table 3: Firms, Establishments, and Sales in 1987
Firms
(number)
Total 1,076,288
Single units 1,005,848
Multiunits 70,440
1-4 units 58,919
5-9 units 6,805
10-24 units 2,988
25-99 units 1,231
100 or more units 487
Source: 1987 Census of Retail Trade.
Establishments
(number)
1,503,593
1,005,848
497,745
122,079
42,975
43,381
55,586
233,724
Sales
($1,000)
1,493,308,759
649,461,083
843,847,676
19,843,965
58,634,223
64,939,788
103,704,083
460,739,744
United States.
The kinds of businesses in which firms of the multiunit
category had dominant positions in 1987 included general
merchandise, food, apparel and accessory, and drug and proprietary
stores . According to the 1987 Census of Retail Trade, retailers
operating 100 or more establishments accounted for 76% of the sales
for general merchandise, 43% of the sales for food, also 43% of the
sales for apparel and accessory, and 50% of the sales for drug and
proprietary stores.
As for department stores, although the number of
establishments increased steadily in the fifteen years from 1972 to
1987, the sales volume of department stores as a percentage of total
had gradually decreased in these years (See Table 4).
Table 4: Establishments and Sales of Department
Stores as Percent of Total
1972 1977 1982 1987
No. of Establishments 7,742 8,807 9,981 10,041
Sales ($1000) 51,013,661 76,889,170 98,750,272 144,016,976
Sales as % of Total 11.1 10.6 9.4 9.6
Source: Census of Retail Trade.
In the fifteen years from 1972 to 1987, major changes in the
retail market were due to the continued strength of chain stores,
especially chains operating 100 or more establishments. These large
chain stores ensured their strength by squeezing market share away
from independent retailers. Although independent retailers have
had access to assistance, counseling, and information services from
federal and local agencies, the total effect may have been too small to
prevent independent retailers from losing their market shares to
chain stores.
2-2 INDEPENDENT RETAILERS IN INNER CITIES
Retail market dynamics can not be explained without
considering the influence of the planned shopping centers which
extended their businesses following the shift of geographical
concentration of purchasing power. Until the middle of the
1950s, there was a dominant scale of accumulation of retail activities
in downtowns. Most retailers concentrated in central business
districts (CBDs) or community and neighborhood commercial centers
forming an on-street retail environment. Taking advantage of mass
transportation, department stores played important roles in CBDs as
generators of foot traffic on surrounding on-street retailers. In the
1950s, suburbanization accelerated its speed with a huge volume of
single-family construction on the fringe of metropolitan areas.
Several factors encouraged suburbanization including federal tax
incentive policy to subsidize homeownership, highway construction
spreading into suburbs, and growth in household income. The result
was that downtowns lost their population and purchasing power to
support existing retailing. From 1975 to 1977 there was an
aggregate income loss of $17 billion due to the replacement of higher
income single family by lower income families. 3
3 Berry, Brian, SMALL BUSINESS IN URBAN REVITALIZATION,
Department of City and Regional Planning, Harvard University, August
1979
Growing suburbs, in turn, produced great opportunities to
shopping center developers. High automobile usage in suburbs
allowed the spread of highway oriented regional shopping malls and
supermarket branches.
Suburban shopping center developers look to well-known
national and regional chains to secure rents and department stores as
anchors or customer attractions. Major chains and franchises quickly
responded to the change in business opportunities rationalizing their
operation, closing unprofitable shops downtown and opening
suburban shops in planned shopping centers. However, local
independent retailers had little opportunity to relocate to these
shopping centers. 4 Independent retailers tended to have less
working capital and in many cases they could not afford the high
rent. Also, the management style of independent retailers is day-to-
day business and is overdependent on the owners who are usually
rigid and resist change.5 Such retailers were forced to either stay in
old inner cities and struggle to survive by adjusting their
merchandise to the low-income market or give up their businesses.
In many cases, low-income inner city families could not support
retailing on the same scale as before and forced independent
merchants to give up their businesses.
4 Hollander, Stanley, "THE EFFECTS OF INDUSTRIALIZATION ON SMALL
RETAILING IN THE UNITED STATES IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY", in
Bruhey, Stuart ed., SMALL BUSINESS IN AMERICAN LIFE, Columbia
University Press, New York, 1980
5 Berman, Barry and Evans, Joel, Retail Management, Macmillan
Publishing Co., Inc., New York, 1983
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As the population downtown and relative purchasing power
decreased, central business districts or community and neighborhood
shopping streets downtown withered away and vacant shops started
to stand out. In addition, since the growth in the supply of single-
family housings in suburbs exceeded total household growth in the
United States, replacement of occupancy downtown occurred
according to the grade of housings, that is, old housings in the worst
conditions were left vacant and undermaintained. 6 The typical result
was inner city blight. Deteriorated conditions were most noticeable
in old retail districts because in older neighborhoods retail
businesses were located along mainstreets.
Downtown revitalization which has taken hold in the past three
decades was centered around retail developments. Basically, two
different approaches have been used to revitalize downtowns. One is
the development of new downtown shopping centers usually by the
same developers as suburban shopping centers. Examples include
Faneuil Hall Marketplace in Boston and Horton Plaza in San Diego.
The other approach is the improvement of existing old retail districts
represented by pedestrian malls in smaller cities such as the Church
Street Marketplace in Burlington and transit malls in larger cities like
the Nicollet Mall in Minneapolis.
From the local independent retailers' point of view, however,
the new downtown shopping centers were not likely to bring
6 Berry, Brian SMALL BUSINESS IN URBAN REVITALIZATION,
Department of City and Regional Planning, Harvard University, August
1979
customers back to their neighborhoods because almost all centers
are self-contained with little or no attention paid to local
independent retailers surrounding them. They have been to a large
extent only adaptations of the same principles and strategies used
for suburban shopping centers. The tenant mix of these newly
developed downtown shopping centers have been quite similar to
that of suburban shopping centers comprising national and regional
chains and department stores as anchors. In addition, since these
centers are typically inward-looking, they hardly create physical
linkage between these centers and surrounding neighborhoods. For
example, Horton Plaza with 896,000 square feet of retail area
housing four major department stores with more than 150 specialty
shops on 11.5 acre land was constructed just next to the Gaslamp
District, an old retail district comprising local independent retailers.7
The original agreement between the developer, Hahn Company, and
the City of San Diego was to provide on-street shops along 2 blocks of
Fourth Avenue, the west edge of the Gaslamp District. However,
inflated construction costs forced both the developer and the City to
neglect the Gaslamp District. Tasteless concrete walls, exposed
parking garages and entrances were put along Fourth Avenue and
increased traffic volume due to these entrances was what the
Gaslamp District gained from the development of Horton Plaza.
Existing independent retailers have come to realize that they
have not enough capital to take counter measures against these
7 Centre City Development Corporation, Fact Sheet on Horton Plaza,
San Diego
unsympathetic development brought by downtown shopping centers.
Their past operation to serve low-income communities with low
priced commodities has not yielded enough capital to improve
shopfronts and merchandise. Also it has been difficult for them to
find loans for working capital.
The pedestrian mall approach to improve existing downtown
retail districts has been to some extent preferable to local
independent retailers. Although not negative, the influence of this
approach on business growth has tended to be small. The economic
impact of past pedestrian and transit malls in terms of sales and
employment increase and floor area expansion has accounted for no
more than four percent in the first few years. 8 Also, there have been
some negative impacts in these cases. The retail business sectors
have a high mobility rate and this tendency is increased as the size
of business becomes smaller. Furthermore, independent retailers
tend to be vulnerable to competition from large firms. Therefore, it
has not been surprising that turnovers and entries have been
frequently observed and in many cases replacement of existing
independent retailers by chain stores has been the typical result.
In Downtown Crossing in Boston, for example, ownerships of
businesses of new entrants were mostly food and apparel chains.9
8 WeisbrodGlen, "Can Ma and Pa Compete Downtown?", URBAN LAND,
February ,1983, P 20-23
9 Ibid
2-3 INDEPENDENT RETAILERS IN SMALL TOWN CENTRAL
BUSINESS DISTRICTS
In spite of the large scale concentration of higher income single-
family segments into the suburbs, many central business districts in
suburban small towns experienced a decline in their economies, and
some districts completely lost their role as retail centers.
In the suburbs, automobiles first caused changes in the
geographical concentration of settlements and thus weakened the
relative importance of local town centers. 10 There used to be
physically compact communities in the suburbs. People used to live
close together surrounding the CBDs, since CBDs were the centers of
suburban life in all aspects. They were retail, employment, and
entertainment centers. Small town CBDs were the only places for
communities to get both convenient and comparison goods, and local
independent establishments were major components of CBDs.
However, high mobility shortened time distance to larger trade
centers where people could have higher paying jobs, and greater
opportunities for shopping and entertainment. Therefore, the
proximity of CBDs was no longer important to suburban residents
and their buying power flowed away from local centers. 11
Soon after the appearance of automobiles, the planned
suburban shopping centers took place. Offering convenient access
10 Massachusetts Department of Community Affairs, REVITALIZING SMALL
TOWN CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICTS with Case Study for TOWN OF
MILLBURY, MASSACHUSETTS, Local Assistance Series,
Publication No. 7, March, 1976
11 Ibid
from highways, ample free parking space, and opportunities for
comparing a large variety of commodities in one place, shopping
centers together with supermarket chain branches started to attract
local customers who used to patronize independent retailers in their
town's CBDs. The convenience of these facilities successfully followed
the trend of their customers' life style and the increasing percentage
of double-income families; thus, they attracted working parents who
had little time for shopping and travel. These two types of
innovative merchandising techniques took away business
opportunities brought by the increase in the single-family higher
income population from local independent retailers and lessened the
importance of local CBDs as community retail centers .
There are two major reasons why planned shopping centers
succeeded in the suburbs. One reason was that many municipalities
in those days did not have any effective political measures to repel
shopping centers' moving into their jurisdictions. The zoning
ordinances of one city never took effect if a proposed shopping
center was to locate just outside its city limits. The other reason was
that some municipalities expected increases in tax revenue and
employment opportunities for residents from both shopping centers
themselves and their construction. 12
CBDs in small towns followed a similar course of deterioration
as that of neighborhood and community centers downtown. As CBDs
lost their businesses due to competition with shopping centers,
vacant buildings ruined their vitality and hospitability, which made
12 Ibid
residents increasingly neglect local town centers.
Large firms operating a large number of establishments have
been better able to respond to the changes in the geographical shift
of consumer purchasing power by taking advantage of the business
opportunities created by planned shopping center developers. In
contrast, traditional commercial districts comprising local
independent retail businesses in inner cities and suburbs have
declined as a result of competition with large firms and planned
shopping centers.
2-4 ROLES OF INDEPENDENT RETAILERS
The huge amount of investment that had been made in the
infrastructure of neighborhood and community centers is now
underutilized, abandoned, or destroyed. This disuse has often been
criticized as a tremendous waste, investing additional money in
developing substitutes has left existing deteriorated functions
unimproved.
Downtown revitalization required a huge amount of investment
including a substantial public subsidy. This subsidy, on the one hand
contributed to increasing tax revenue due to retail sales and office
developments incidental to shopping centers. On the other hand, it
created an ill-balanced economic and social structure downtown,
serving the minor elites better and neglecting the weaker majority,
choosing high-quality shopping centers over the unhealthy
neighborhood commercial streets, etc.
The merchandise in downtown shopping centers does not
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target the majority of downtown residents. The typical customers
that downtown shopping centers attract and have been serving are
downtown employees working at offices close to shopping centers
and double income professional young couples without children
preferring urban dwellings rich in public amenities and cultural or
historical atmosphere. The strong relationship between retail and
office development can be found in successful downtown
revitalization. The eating and drinking facilities especially fast food
shops for lunch time shoppers are typical components of the tenant
mix of downtown shopping centers.
Although there is a substantial number of minority, low-
income, and elderly people in inner city areas, it is very unlikely that
those people patronize downtown shopping centers either for their
convenience or comparison goods. Also, the potential purchasing
power of these three types of downtown residents is substantial; yet,
it is also unlikely that they would go to the deteriorated unsafe
neighborhood or community shopping streets. 13 This outflow of
purchasing power is also categorized as a kind of waste , that is,
underutilized local resources.
To reform these ill-balanced economic and social structures,
once oppressed local independent retailers should be given
opportunities for rejuvenation.
Because of their small business size, independent retailers tend
13 Bendick, Marc and Egan, Mary, Business Development in the Inner-City:
Enterprise with Community Links, Community Development Research
Center Graduate School of Management and Urban Policy, New School
for Social Research, New York, February, 1991
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to serve a geographically compact market rather than mass market
like chains.14 This allows independent retailers to be consistent with
local customers offering intimate and sensible services. Also, unlike
chains or franchises, independents do not have a strict commitment
to turnover, giving them greater latitude in adjusting their
merchandise, operation hours, and even prices according to the types
of customers they serve. 15 Moreover, because they serve only one
market and require a relatively small investment to set up, they also
have latitude in selecting locations.
If local independent retailers can seize opportunities for
maximizing their advantages, they will contribute to the reform not
only of retail districts but also of entire communities or
neighborhoods.
The small market size of independent retailers is quite
appropriate for neighborhoods. The market size required to support
one independent retailer is much smaller than that of a chain or
franchise store. Therefore, even low or moderate income residents,
the cumulative effect of the purchasing power of a large number of
residents would be substantial enough to support a number of
independent shops, and would make it possible for declining local
retail centers to restore themselves. Also, independent retailers'
flexible management style would serve neighborhoods with
commodities that residents really want. Minorities and the elderly
14 Berman, Barry and Evans, Joel, Retail Management, Macmillan
Publishing Co., Inc., New York, 1983
15 Ibid
have their own preferences for goods which chain stores would
usually have difficulty serving. In addition, the friendly image and
intimate atmosphere of independent merchants would help
neighborhoods regain their unique characters.
In small towns, municipalities had to provide utility structures
such as water and sewer, transportation related facilities to mitigate
congestion, and several other types of public services for suburban
shopping centers. As a result, the purchasing power in these towns
has been leaking away from CBDs to these shopping center, and CBDs
have deteriorated through loss of businesses and vacant buildings.
Not only has the past considerable investment in these CBDs been
wasted, but also communities have lost their identities and sense of
pride attached to CBDs, along with the extinction of retail cores. As in
inner cities, the use of public money brought about an ill-balanced
economic structure in small cities.
Shopping centers cause the outflow of purchasing power from
local CBDs. The decline in the retail sector then weakens the
attractiveness of CBDs and leads to both resident neglect of
community centers and the flight of business. This vicious circle is
both a drain of municipal capital letting local resources leak to the
outside, and a major reason for ill-balanced vulnerable economic
bases. Resident purchasing power and healthy business in CBDs
would have otherwise provided great opportunities for employment
as well as substantial tax revenue to municipalities.
Past experience shows that business, especially retail and
service sectors, are of critical importance to CBDs. Healthy retail
cores create a bond between local resources and domestic economy
by providing local jobs and giving communities back their purchasing
power as taxes. Also, retail can create a bond between residents and
community centers. It can provide CBDs with opportunities and
places for daily contacts and community events and help foster
community identity and pride.
The main actors best suited for the restoration of the retail
sector in small city CBDs are local independent retailers who can
provide unique shopping environments quite different from
shopping centers.
Chapter 3
A CASE STUDY: The Church Street Marketplace in
Burlington, Vermont
This chapter presents a brief overview of the development of
the Church Street Marketplace in Burlington, Vermont. The
Marketplace is a good example of such retail development as
effective in restoring and maintaining the vitality of local
independent retailers.
There are 162 shops in the Marketplace, about 60% of which
are categorized as small local independent retailers that founded
their businesses long before the Marketplace. More than three
million people visit the Marketplace annually. In 1991, a decade
after the Marketplace's opening, Burlington's retail sales growth
ranked eighth in the country which was one of the reasons for
Burlington's being awarded the best city for business growth in the
Northeast by Inc. Magazine. 16 These two figures show evidence that
the Marketplace has been quite successful and the local retailers are
still vital and contribute to the promotion of the City's economy.
The Marketplace is a pedestrianized open mall, closing a
traditional commercial street to automobiles. Since the old
commercial districts where many local independent retailers are
located have evolved along local main streets or crossroads, the
Marketplace can show how the physical environment of other
16 COMMUNITY & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OFFICE, Annual Report 1992
Burlington
districts can be improved to bring customers back. Considering the
local retailers' unfavorable competition with large firms, public
support in terms of regulation would play an important role. In this
respect, the Marketplace is the best example worth studying because
one of the key factors in the success of the Marketplace is the State's
and City's tough stances on the development of a regional shopping
center. In addition, the durable vitality of the local independent
retailers over the past decade depends largely on the City's
management method to keep the Marketplace vigorous. This is also
an important aspect to study for implementing the revitalization of
other districts.
3-1 INTRODUCTION
Church Street has been an important retail core of the City of
Burlington since the middle of the 19th century. The City reserved a
four-block section of Church Street for pedestrians and opened it as
the Church Street Marketplace in October 1981.
The Marketplace is abutted by historical buildings, mostly low-
rise and well-restored ones (See Appendix B). These buildings, in
total, account for about 800,000 square feet of interior space, over
300,000 square feet of which is occupied for retail use including
70,000 square feet of an enclosed shopping mall, Burlington Square
17 Unless otherwise noted, information on this case study was obtained
from the leaflet issued by the Church Street Marketplace District
Commission and the interviews with Molly Lambert, Executive
Director of the Church Street Marketplace District Commission, and
Bruce Siefer, Assistant Director for Economic Development of the
Community & Economic Development Office.
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Mall. The square footage of retail use, the number of merchants, and
the proportion of the number of local small retailers to all merchants
have barely changed before and after the completion of the
Marketplace. The high percentage of local small businesses gives the
Marketplace attractive qualities such as diversity and uniqueness
which suburban shopping centers often do not have. Also, customers
can enjoy both the open and historical atmosphere of Church Street
and the climate controlled indoor shopping space.
The Marketplace is managed by a city agency, the Church
Street Marketplace District Commission. The Commission is in charge
of the maintenance, operation, and promotion of the Marketplace
through collecting common area fees from the property owners in
the special assessment district made up of buildings facing the four-
block long Marketplace.
The State and City have played key roles in several stages of
the Marketplace's development. The City and the State of Vermont
have protected the locally owned and operated retail core of
Downtown Burlington from a large scale development of a regional
shopping mall. The City strove to finance the Marketplace and to
keep the Marketplace a vital retail center by attracting the working
population, providing parking garages to serve shoppers better, and
so on. Importantly, it is a primary goal for the City to make its
downtown and entire economy sustainable for a long period of time
by virtue of local capital and labor force.
(Source: The
Figure 1: Map of Downtown Burlington
Urban Land Institute, Project Reference File, Volume 16 Number 13, 1986)
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Figure 2: Site Plan of the Church Street Marketplace
(Source: The Church Street Marketplace District Commission)
3-2 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE MARKETPLACE
3-2-1 Early Growth
A grid street pattern was laid out on Downtown Burlington in
1798 and a new city center started to be constructed on this grid
pattern centering around the Court House Square, now called City
Hall Park at the back of City Hall facing the southern most block of
the Marketplace. Since then several urban functions including retail
business have been developed surrounding the park and along
adjacent streets.
Church Street took its form as a retail district and continued to
accumulate merchants. By the 1860s it had grown into a major retail
core of Burlington as it is today.18
3-2-2 Post War Movements
What Burlington experienced during the two decades following
1950 was similar to that of most cities in the United States.
Burlington and neighboring towns saw a significant increase in new
housing construction in their suburbs in conjunction with the
population shift from the central city to suburbs.
With these thriving suburbs, the central city suffered from the
need for better traffic circulation, replacement of worn out buildings,
and new revenue sources to increase the quality of municipal
services such as housing.
The 1960s was an era of urban renewal. Many American cities
18 THE BURLINGTON BOOK: ARCHITECTURE* HISTORYeFUTURE Historic
Preservation Program, Department of History, University of Vermont,
1980
got excited about downtown revitalization. In the case of Burlington,
it was in 1964 that the City passed a bond issue to carry out its
urban renewal plan. The City built the first public parking garage
downtown, the capacity of which is 600. In addition, the plan led
following private developments: a 200 room Radisson Hotel, more
than 200,000 square feet of office space, and an enclosed shopping
mall, Burlington Square Mall, which connects Church Street and
Radisson Hotel. All of this construction was completed by the end of
1976.19
In 1960, Burlington produced more than 55% of the total retail
sales in the State of Vermont, which accounted for the fact that
Downtown Burlington was already an important retail core not only
of the City but also of the State. 20
19 Ibid
20 "A Little Background Music", Business Digest Business Travelers' Guide
to Greater Burlington 1992-1993, Mill Publishing, Inc. 1992, P 8
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Figure 3: Church Street
before the Marketplace
(Source: Comprehensive Plan
For The City of Burlington,
Vermont, City Planning
Commission, 1961)
Figure 4: Church Street
after the Marketplace
(Source: Brochure of the
Marketplace and Burlington
Square Mall)
3-2-3 Impetus to the Marketplace
The idea of turning Church Street into a pedestrian shopping
mall had already existed prior to the urban renewal plan. Although
the idea dates back to 1958, it had not been considered seriously
until 1971. The conclusive factor that forced the City to deal with
the idea seriously was the successful performance of experimental
pedestrianization of Church Street conducted by a group of energetic
local individuals.
Supported by volunteer efforts, the first temporal closing of
Church Street to traffic was conducted in 1971. Although the
experiment was just a weekend-long crafts fair closing the same four
blocks of Church Street as are now closed for the Marketplace, the
number of customers attracted to the fair was large enough to show
the possibility of a pedestrian mall. However, there was still
uncertainty among the group. Questions about whether the large
custom for just a two-day period could represent those of a
permanent mall and how the traffic circulation downtown would be
if Church Street were closed permanently arose. In addition, a
permanent closing might be a serious problem for some merchants
who thought very highly of the necessity of store front parking
spaces.
In order to resolve these questions, the second experiment, a
one-week long Festival of Arts, was conducted in August 1973. In
spite of undesirable climate conditions, the Festival attracted about
50,000 people without including any of the serious problems
anticipated beforehand. The successful performance of these two
experiment, especially the second one, encouraged the City to start
planning in earnest for a permanent pedestrianization of Church
Street.
The motivating power that forced a group of individuals to
conduct the experiments, and eventually the City to take the plunge,
was the threat of the Pyramid Mall, a regional shopping center with
400,00 square feet of retail space comprising 84 stores and two
major department stores on 500,000 square feet of land. It was not
surprising that the swelled suburban population attracted a shopping
center developer, Pyramid Corp.. The developer planned to open its
Pyramid Mall in Williston, a rural farming town 5.5 miles from
Downtown Burlington, which brought a threat to the merchants on
Church Street. Because merchants on Church Street had taken
advantage of a desirable location, the retail core of Burlington, the
largest city not only of Vermont but also of neighboring states, this
threat was big enough to make them get together and to conduct the
experimental pedestrianization of Church Street to demonstrate how
a pedestrian mall would work.
Downtown retail in large cities like Faneuil Hall Marketplace in
Boston is greatly supported by a large number of workers, people
doing business there, and tourists. Therefore, the negative impact of
suburban shopping centers targeting middle income families in
suburbs is not so significant. However, unlike those downtown
centers, the central business districts (CBDs) in small cities like
Burlington have been important places not only for the three types
of people mentioned above, but also for citizens as places to get both
convenience and comparison goods.
Therefore, the concern of the merchants on Church Street
should be taken very seriously. They might consider that a large
percentage of customers who used to patronize Church Street would
be attracted to the Pyramid Mall and that their sales volume would
be significantly damaged or their business would not be able to
continue.
CBDs in small towns are also important for municipalities as
major tax sources. Therefore, the City was very sensitive to the
Pyramid Mall's negative economic impact on its CBD, where the retail
sector had been dominant and healthy, part of the reason that the
City decided to start the planning of the Marketplace.
3-3 PUBLIC INTERVENTION
The City and the State of Vermont played an important role in
the early stage of the development of the Marketplace. Without the
state's decision to reject the Pyramid Mall, Burlingtonians would
have never been able to see the downtown center as healthy as it is
now.
In those days and even now, there have been few legislative
measures with which cities or states could reject the construction of
shopping centers by reason of anticipated negative economic impact
on existing commercial districts in CBDs. Occasionally, the zoning
ordinance has been used as the justification for some cities' decisions
not to approve new shopping centers. However, this justification can
not work if the location of a new shopping center is just outside of
the city limit.
In the case of Vermont, the State justified its disapproval of the
Pyramid Mall by virtue of its own interpretation of land use law.
The law is called Act 250 enacted since 1970.21 The Pyramid Mall
project was permitted by the Williston Planning Commission in 1977
and was collated with Act 250. Act 250 requires public hearings in
which any organizations concerned in the proposed projects are
allowed to speak. The City of Burlington protected its local economy
insisting on the strong negative economic impact of the Pyramid Mall
persistently in hearings. A detailed investigation on the economic
impact of the Mall on the Burlington CBD concluded that
retail loss to the city of Burlington, occasioned by development of
the Pyramid Mall, will cause a local property tax revenue
shortfall in the City of approximately $1.2 million to $1.6 million
annually. 22
21 "Act 250, Vermont's comprehensive land use law, passed in 1970 to
protect against substandard or short-sighted development and the
burdens it places on water, sewer, utility, police and fire services;
schools and roads. And Act 250 is designed to protect air and water
quality, promote soil conservation, and preserve wildlife habitats and
scenic, archaeological, and historic sites.
Proposals for all commercial projects of 10 or more acres, developments
in elevations above 2,500 feet, developments involving 10 or more lots
within five years, developments with 10 or more units, roads longer
than 800 feet serving subdivisions, projects of fewer than 10 acres in
towns without zoning, and subdivision bylaws and other special cases
are reviewed by one of nine District Environmental Commissions, each
with Jurisdiction in a particular region."
Dorschner, Cheryl, Business Digest Business Travelers' Guide to Greater
Burlington 1992-1993, Mill Publishing, Inc. 1992, P 3
22 Sternlieb,George, Burchell, Robert and Listokin, David, IMPACT OF
PYRAMID MALL ON BURLINGTON'S MUNICIPAL FISC, Rutgers university,
Center for Urban Policy Research, New Brunswick, March 1978
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In 1979, after the series of hearings, one of the nine Environmental
District Commissions finally concluded that the negative impact was
significant and the new mall could not be approved on account of the
highway congestion which it would generate. That is, the commission
interpreted that the loss of sales tax from the central business
district would make the City incapable of maintaining satisfactory
public service, including the mitigation of traffic congestion.
A similar dispute was repeated after the Marketplace was
opened. In 1989, the same developer applied again with a new plan
called Maple Tree Place in the same location and also got permission
from the Williston Planning Commission. However Act 250 once
again blocked its way. The judgement was in favor of the local
merchants in Burlington.23
3-4 INVESTIGATION
It took six years to study every aspect of the development of
Church Street after the second experiment was conducted. These
studies included the examination of funding types, the evaluation of
design proposals, and research on several types of pedestrian
environments throughout the United States and Canada. In addition,
the City paid careful attention to the analysis of the management
methods of the Marketplace after its completion. The City's concern
of how to manage the Marketplace was greater than that for
architectural design. That was because one of the important findings
23 "A Little Background Music", Business Digest Business Travelers' Guide
to Greater Burlington 1992-1993, Mill Publishing, Inc. 1992, P 9
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the City made through the extensive 'research on similar
developments was the necessity for an independent organization
responsible for the maintenance, operation, and promotion of the
Marketplace. Among a number of pedestrian malls studied, those
malls managed by single organizations showed a much superior
performance to those unmanaged ones. The City was led to the
conclusion that the Marketplace should be managed by the Church
Street Marketplace District Commission. The unique idea of a special
assessment district from which the Commission would raise its
budget by collecting common area fee was also the result of these
persistent studies.
3-5 PHYSICAL PLANNING
There were several physical design options examined. Those
options included a Montreal style underground mall and a plan
connecting the second floors of both sides of the buildings with
skywalks like those in Minneapolis. These ideas reflected the
Burlington's sever winter. As it turned out, however, in order to get
consensus among residents, the City concluded that the best physical
solution would be a straightforward plan without any drastic changes
in the existing streetscape and the building facades.
Only the middle two blocks are completely pedestrianized,
replacing asphalt with red bricks. The northern most block is closed
to traffic and sidewalks on both sides are expanded and paved with
bricks. In contrast, one-way traffic is allowed on the southern most
block (Refer to Appendix A for detailed site plan). Pedestrian flow is
suspended at three points where east/west roads intersect the
Marketplace. The widths of three crossing roads are narrowed at the
intersections and the pedestrians' crossings are paved with the same
red bricks as used in other parts, forcing drivers to stop when they
enter the intersections.
Glass canopies are put along both sides of the Marketplace. The
canopies are carefully designed. Because of the glass roof, they
never block sun light, never cast shadows on shopfronts, and can
protect pedestrians from rain or snow. Moreover, glass roof has a
steep slope, which makes snow removal easy. Currently, about 60%
of shopfronts are taking advantage of these glass canopies.
In addition to the glass canopies, large Caliper trees, wooden
benches, flower pots, and huge boulders indigenous to Burlington are
neatly arranged so that they are lined up along both sides of the
Marketplace.
Together with glass canopies, the street furniture defines two
types of spaces in pedestrian right-of-way. One is a relatively
narrow space placed between shopfronts and a series of canopies'
green iron pillars, and street furniture. This space is designed to
encourage dense and frequent pedestrian flow along shopfronts. The
other space is a wider open space in the middle of the public right-of-
way stretching north to south along the Marketplace. There is no
street furniture in this space. This linear open space considers not
only fire-engines and delivery trucks allowed to enter the
Marketplace in the morning, but also the imageable northern view
corridor. At the north edge of Church Street is the old Unitarian
Church. Placed between the two massive and decorative buildings,
the Massornic and the Richardson Buildings, the Church's steeple
stands out symbolically. This landmark church can be viewed from
everywhere on the Marketplace.
Moreover, this open space functions as a frequently-used multi-
purpose public plaza. Several kinds of on-street activities can be
seen in this space. Fourteen street-side cafes and twenty to thirty
peddlers are scattered along the space. A variety of events is held
periodically, such as sidewalk sales, art exhibitions, and jazz festivals.
Abutted by low rise historical buildings on both sides and
anchored by a symbolic landmark at the north end, the three
dimensional characteristic of the space is very human, imageable,
and comfortable. And a continuous crowd of people attracted to the
activities makes the space very exciting.
Figure 5: Glass canopy
Figure 6: Street side cafe
3-6 FINANCING
The pedestrianization of the four blocks of Church Street was
coupled with the improvement of the streetscape of a fourteen block
long downtown transit loop. It cost about $7 million altogether, $5.3
million of which came from Urban Mass Transit Administration
(UMTA) and $1.5 million from the City's general obligation bond.
A multi-community authority was established to substitute for
a private bus company which became unable to maintain its
operation. Under the operation of this authority, nine county-wide
bus routes were restarted to serve local residents. The downtown
transit loop was planned so as to make the Marketplace the hub of
these nine bus routes and to get funds from the UMTA. Currently, a
total of twelve bus routes depart from the Marketplace, at the
intersection of Cherry and Church Streets.
Joining the development of a mass transportation system to a
pedestrian mall as its primary terminal, the City decided on a budget
of $7 million and applied to the UMTA. In June 1979, UMTA granted
the City's $7 million application on the condition that the City cover
twenty percent, $1.5 million, with its own funding.
The future of Church Street was left to the residents' choice.
Two months later, the City held a referendum on the general
obligation bond issue of $1.5 million. However, the residents did not
agree to the City's proposal with grace. The City's first try ended in a
failure. Although the City got 63% of approval ballots, it was not
enough to pass the bond issue for which the City Charter required
two-thirds approval.
The City pinned its hope on the second try held one month
after the first one. The motion was carried by a majority of a mere
12 votes.
3-7 CONSTRUCTION
The Marketplace District Commission had already functioned
for half a year when construction started in July 1980. The
Commission had a tight schedule for opening the Marketplace. It had
to start construction six months after five members of the
Commission were appointed and held the first meeting and to finish
all of proposed construction within two construction seasons.
With the ground breaking ceremony held in July 1980, the
landscape of the pedestrian space, the replacement of all
underground utilities in the Marketplace, and the improvement of
the streetscape of the transit loop were started.
Landscaping, surface, and subsurface improvement were the
major components of the total construction cost of $7 million.
Landscaping and subsurface improvement cost $300,000 and $1.9
million respectively; about half of the budget, $3.3 million, was spent
for surface improvement. Subsurface utilities in the Marketplace
had been used for nearly 100 years; therefore, planners wished to
avoid partial repair of them after the opening of the Marketplace
which would spoil pedestrian amenities. So all of the utilities,
including a sewer laid eighteen feet deep at the center of Church
Street, were completely renewed.
Regarding the transit loop, such street furniture as signage, bus
shelters, new sidewalks, and large caliper trees were placed along
the fourteen blocks.
The private sector contributed to the enhancement of the
shopping environment. The property owners improved their
interiors and building facades at their own expense. Moreover, the
front yard of City Hall was beautified with a fountain and flower
garden using private money.
In spite of the two seasons of construction, no shops were
obliged to close their business; moreover, the retail sales during
those periods had increased at a higher rate than that of inflation.
The Commission thought that the construction period was a good
opportunity to let citizens notice what was happening on Church
Street and turn their steps downtown. The Commission tried to
create a pleasant atmosphere among citizens to welcome new Church
Street and to enjoy watching the renewal in progress by spreading a
logo, "Celebrate", reporting how well construction progressed through
newspaper, radios, and other mass media. The Commission also paid
special attention to the safety of pedestrians on the construction site
with fencing, bridges, and signage. On account of these efforts
together with the cooperation of the contractors, Church Street kept
drawing customers during construction
3-8 MANAGEMENT
As embodied in the City Charter, the Church Street Marketplace
District Commission is responsible for every aspect of the
management of the Marketplace including the maintenance,
operation, and promotion. The funds needed to manage the
Marketplace are collected primarily from the property owners in a
special assessment district as a special assessment called a common
area fee.
In the early stages of the development of the Marketplace, the
City investigated similar pedestrian environments throughout the
country and carefully analyzed the factors through which vitality of
pedestrian space could be maintained for a long period of time. The
important factor found was the necessity of an organization to
manage the space exclusively, and of an appropriate legal mechanism
for raising funds for the management.
At the same time as the referendum for the $1.5 million
general obligation bond, the City also proposed City Charter changes
which newly enacted the settlement of the Commission and a special
assessment district. The special assessment on properties, a common
area fee, was decided by the Commission together with the property
owners in the district. Calculation of the common area fee is based
on both the total square footage and the front footage.
In fiscal year of 1993, the Conmissions total budget approved
is $452,630, about 88% of which, $265,140 comes from common area
fees and about 10%, $43,250, comes from license fees for street
vendors, sidewalk cafes, and the like. Of this total amount, about
$151,000 is set aside for maintenance including snow removal, about
$195,000 for public relations including promotion, and about
$114,000 for general administration.
Commission's maintenance activities include snow removal,
litter collection, and decoration for several occasions. The
maintenance cost accounts for about a third of annual expenditures,
and snow removal occupies about 27% of the total maintenance cost.
A number of street vendors, sidewalk cafes, musicians, and
several exhibitions give life to the Marketplace. All of these
activities use public right-of-way under license from the Commission.
Another important operational role of the Commission is to give
merchants and property owners facilities. In order to facilitate
smooth delivery in the congested downtown area, the Commission
allows delivery tracks to enter all of the four blocks from 8 to 10 am
on weekdays. Also, the Commission permits working vehicles to
enter and park on the Marketplace when renewal of adjacent
buildings is necessary.
The Commission's promotional roles are divided largely into
two types. The first one is to attract customers to the Marketplace,
and the second is to entertain customers once they have arrived.
The Commission uses several kinds of advertisement tools including
local TVs, radios, newspapers, and town magazines. To entertain
customers, the Commission is sponsoring a variety of on-street
activities and events. In fiscal 1993, about $107,000 is provided for
these promotional activities.
3-9 PARKING
There are six parking garages in Downtown Burlington. Three
of them were privately funded and constructed and the other three
were built utilizing federal Public Works funds. These parking
garages provide more than 2,600 parking spaces altogether within
1,000 feet of the Marketplace, about 2,000 of which are located
within 350 feet. Supplemented by on-street parking spaces, the total
parking spaces in the Downtown area exceeds 8,000.
Compared to the standard parking and retail floor area ratio
used for suburban shopping centers, 5.5 spaces for every 1,000
square feet of selling space, 8,000 spaces for 300,000 square feet of
retail shops in the Marketplace seem to be large enough to serve
Marketplace customers. In addition, the transit loop with its 12
county-wide routes can bring employees and customers within 350
feet of all downtown locations. Although the square footage of retail
uses on the periphery of the Marketplace has increased, both the City
and the commission regard the supply of parking space for
customers as ample except for the ten days before Christmas.
However, parking is still a problem for the City in terms of
affordable employee parking space. The City and Commission have
informed employees of alternative commuting means including the
transit loop and parking lots outside downtown to reduce traffic
congestion and the demand for parking. In spite of these efforts, the
scarcity of affordable employee parking is chronic.
Although the supply side is optimistic about customer parking,
there are constant complaints about the scarcity of on-street parking
space. Like other small cities, customers in Burlington tend to prefer
on-street parking rather than off-street; therefore, more than 50% of
complaints collected from customers were to demand more on-street
parking spaces.
3-10 NATIONAL CHAINS AND LOCAL INDEPENDENT
RETAILERS
There are 162 shops in the Marketplace including Burlington
Square Mall (B.S.M.) with 70,000 square feet, of which 111 shops are
on the Marketplace and 51 shops in B.S.M.. Since the opening of the
Marketplace, the number of shops and the total square footage, about
300,000, have barely changed. Just about 10,000 square feet of new
retail space has been created in the second floor and the basement
after the completion of the Marketplace.
About 60% of the shops are categorized as local independent
retailers. Many of them are old ones who set up their business long
before the Marketplace was constructed. The remaining 40% are
national and regional chain stores. There are some national chain
stores on Church Street such as Banana Republic and Laura Ashley.
But many of the national chain stores are located in B.S.M.. All of
these national chains except those in B.S.M. opened their shops after
the Marketplace's opening. For example, Banana Republic opened in
1990 and Laura Ashley in 1986. However, local merchants still have
been paramount on Church Street. Although there has been some
turnover with new entries of national or regional chain stores, local
merchants have kept this proportion for more than 10 years.
There used to be three department stores in the Marketplace:
J.C.Penny and Woolworths on Church Street, and Porteous in B.S.M.
(Woolworths is also connected with B.S.M.). In November 1992,
however, J.C.Penny left the Marketplace for a suburban location in
order to expand its floor area.
Currently, a couple of vacant shops can be seen on Church
Street. The reasons for these shops' leaving the Marketplace are
mostly to seek other locations for expansion of their businesses.
Because of the Marketplace's popularity and recruitment efforts
which started two years ago under the Community and Economic
Development Office, new tenants have already been decided upon.
3-11 CITY'S POSITION
In 1983, two years after the opening of the Marketplace, the
Community and Economic Development Office (CEDO) was established.
CEDO has two important roles in the City's economic development.
The first role is to maintain and enhance the strength of the
Downtown area by a continued emphasis on retail and waterfront
development (under way four blocks of downtown). The second is to
reinforce the City's economic base by diversifying employment
opportunities mainly in the field of locally owned and operated small
businesses, and by providing jobs to such underserved people as low
income female householders and young blue color workers.
The first role is based on the City's recognition that there are
further challenges including the potential threat of the Pyramid Mall,
traffic congestion and employee parking problems, linkage between
downtown and waterfront development, and the necessity to keep
the local merchants' dominance over national chains.
The second role originated in the City's economic structure
which has relied too much on the commercial and retail sectors.
Behind Downtown's prosperity, the vulnerable manufacturing sector
has started to show its decline. Similarly, low income female heads
and working class youth have been unable to share in the fruits of
this prosperity. Therefore, the City's promotion of small business has
centered around manufacturing.
In the course of its efforts to reinforce Downtown, CEDO has
supported greatly the promotion of the Marketplace both directly
and indirectly. CEDO's past efforts included obtaining $4 million of
Urban Development Action Grant (UDAG) for construction of 500
spaces of parking garage, $2 million UDAG for another 377 space
parking garage, having voice in the public hearings to protect its
retail core from the Pyramid Mall, convincing the State to construct
both the headquarters of the Health Department Office across Church
Street and the Chittenden County Courthouse, and attracting Frog
Hollow Craft Association's shop to Church Street.24
While the need to encourage small business development lies
largely in the manufacturing field, local retailers have not been
excluded from CEDO's small business programs. For example, CEDO's
financial assistance program providing loans to small businesses
through the Burlington Small Business Revolving Loan Program is
24 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OPERATIONAL POLICY STATEMENT, Community
& Economic Development Office, Burlington
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accessible for local retailers.
The efforts that CEDO is currently making to implement its
Downtown development project are detailed in Appendix C (CEDO's
Strategies to Implement Downtown Development). These strategies
explain CEDO's position that retail should be of primary importance
for vital Downtown, and that vitality should be based on local capital,
labor, and ownership.
3-12 RECENT MOVEMENTS
In response to the merchants' request, the City recently
decided to finance $1 million in order to expand red brick pavement
to the northernmost block where only the sidewalks are paved with
red brick. $1 million will be generated by selling public property
currently being leased to BSM for its parking garage. The owner of
BSM also has applied to the City for the disposition of the property.
The land price is large enough for the City to raise $1 million.
Construction will start next year.
There is good evidence showing the importance of a pleasant
environment in attracting customers. Merchants on the
northernmost block have noticed the difference in their sales volume
as compared to that of merchants in the middle two blocks, and
attributed the difference to the incomplete pedestrian space in front
of their shops. Some leading national chain stores are located on the
northernmost block, such as Banana Republic and Laura Ashley.
However, the magnet of these well-known shops has not surpassed
the attractiveness created by the physical environment of the next
block. The common area fee has not taken into account the
difference in physical environments. Therefore, it is indisputable
that the underserved merchants have a claim to equal service from
the City.
In contrast, merchants on streets crossing and parallel to
Church Street have paid no fee but to some extent they have taken
advantage of the Marketplace's successful promotion. Some
merchants deliberately located their shops just around the corner of
Church Street to avoid the common area fee. On the contrary, other
merchants might want to pay a common area fee to have the same
neat sidewalk with the dense pedestrian flow in front of their shops
that the Marketplace enjoys.
As downtown retail growth has expanded, the problem of
equity as well as the question of whether or not the assessment
district must be expanded to the entire central business district has
become serious. 25 In order to solve this kind of problem together
with the other downtown problems formerly mentioned, CEDO joined
with the Marketplace Commission and Downtown Burlington
Development Association to establish the Downtown Partnership in
1990. In addition to the problems related to retail business, there
are some other problems in different fields. For example, housing
downtown needs to be improved in terms of both quality and
quantity. The mission of the Partnership, therefore, is to solve
downtown problems comprehensively.
25 The Urban Land Institute, "Church Street Marketplace, Burlington,
Vermont," ULI Project Reference File, Volume 16, Number 13, July-
September 1986
Staffed by more than 200 people representing opinions of
several sectors, the Partnership had examined the future vision of
Downtown Burlington. The basic principle of the Partnership's future
vision is that
"Downtown is much more than the Church Street
Marketplace----Planning for Downtown Burlington must
encourage diversity in its business,---" 2 6
After six months discussion, the members of the Partnership
reached an agreement on the future vision of Downtown. Several
recommendations were presented. Of these, the most important was
to create a "Downtown Improvement District" spanning the entire
central business district which would be controlled by the new
Commission.
"We strongly endorse the expansion of both the
boundaries and the aesthetics of the Marketplace to other
areas of Downtown, thereby creating a downtown
improvement district. We do not believe that the other
areas of Downtown need a level of service which the
Marketplace enjoys, but there are other aspects of the
Marketplace program, including its amenities and its
oversight, which would be a great benefit for our
Downtown." 2 7
26 Recommendation for a Healthy and Vital Downtown Burlington, THE
DOWNTOWN PARTNERSHIP, Burlington, August 14, 1990, P 6
27 Ibid, P 7
The basic idea was to apply the same mechanism to the entire
central business district as the Marketplace. Special assessment
revenue would be collected from the district and be utilized for
marketing, promotion, and maintenance. The revenue also would
allow the improvement of sidewalks, pedestrian crossings, and the
like so that the entire central business district could have the same
powerful pedestrian generator as the Marketplace has. Another
recommendation said
"Downtown should become a pedestrian environment. Although
we do not recommend that additional streets be closed to the
automobile, such as the Church Street Marketplace, we strongly
recommend that improvements be made so that Downtown
becomes pedestrian friendly.---" 2 8
In order to achieve diversity, recommendations addressed the
creation of an "Art District", a "children and parents friendly
Downtown", and the linkage between Downtown and Waterfront
Development.
For the implementation of these recommendations, five
subcommittees have been organized under the Partnership to further
investigate specialized fields, parking and transportation, marketing,
capital improvements, retail, and commercial development.
Coming pedestrianization on the northernmost block of the
Marketplace and the Downtown Partnership's recommendations are
based on the Burlington's past experience gained through the success
28 Ibid, P 8
of the Marketplace. Therefore, these recent movements can explain
at least the effectiveness of pedestrian oriented environment and the
assessment district for the promotion of not only retail business but
also downtown itself.
3-13 LESSONS LEARNED
3-13-1 Political Umbrella
What would have happened to the retail center of Downtown
Burlington if there had not been any legislative measures like
Vermont Act 250 which legalized the City's positions not allowing the
development of regional shopping centers to be built outside its
jurisdiction?
At the time of this controversy, the retail sales not only of the
City but also of the County and the State had been concentrated in
Downtown Burlington. Also the retail business downtown had been
the major tax base for the City. Despite its vitality, the retail
downtown comprised local independent merchants whose businesses
tended to be vulnerable to large scale commercial developments.
A HUD study of the impact of suburban commercial
developments on downtown retail districts found that certain types
of downtowns or existing commercial areas were vulnerable to
regional shopping centers. Those types include downtowns or
existing commercial areas where retail markets are already
unhealthy, particularly if the population or income growth of the
region is stagnant and downtowns that have dominant retail market
share in the surrounding areas. 29 The study also describes that in
such existing commercial areas, likely negative impacts were found
on municipal tax revenue, urban life of low income, minority, and
elderly people.
According to the study, without Act 250, the impact of Pyramid
Mall on the City's tax base would have been significantly negative
and the Marketplace could never have been as successful as it is now
or the project itself would never have been accomplished.
However, the ten criteria of Act 250 do not include fiscal
impact analysis on existing commercial areas. The City could
eliminate the negative economic impact on its downtown, because it
relied on the State's flexible interpretation of the provisions and the
City's persistent attitude against the shopping mall. As it turned out,
it may well be said that the local retail business in Burlington has
been able to thrive under the political umbrella of the State of
Vermont.
This case shows to some extent the necessity of an
interjurisdictional mechanism with which local retail businesses in
existing commercial districts of small town CBDs or neighborhood
commercial districts in downtowns of larger cities can be protected
from large scale suburban commercial developments.
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3-13-2 Management
The Downtown Partnership has found that a special assessment
district and a commission, a single entity devoted to manage the
district, works well in combination. The partnership found the
combination of great value in reinforcing the entire downtown and
proposed a new commission which would manage the entire central
business district. If the Partnership's proposal is carried out, the
Marketplace will be promoted in concert with other commercial and
residential developments thereby making such developments more
effective than ever. In addition, the linkage between the
Marketplace and other parts of the central business district will also
be reinforced and the City will be able to spread the positive impact
of the Marketplace throughout the central business district.
One of the keys to the success of the management mechanism
is that neither the Commission nor the merchants in the special
assessment district had to bear the burden of repaying the initial
investment. Public funds covered all the expenses needed to
improve the Marketplace including parking garages. From
merchants' point of view, this causes a big difference in rent.
Normally, tenants in suburban shopping centers are obliged to carry
the burden of the construction cost in addition to the common area
maintenance charge by paying high rent. In contrast, the rents of
the merchants in the Marketplace have been increased by less than
$2 per square feet which is one of the important reasons for the
vitality of the local independent retailers over the past decade.
So far, local merchants have been able to keep their dominant
position, 60% of total merchants. The rate is much higher if limited
to the merchants on Church Street. However, the Commission has no
authority to control the tenant mix of the Marketplace. The
Commission can not select new tenants in favor of local small
retailers. The City also does not have any political tools to stop the
national chains' spread, even though it is one of the principles of the
City's economic development strategy to balance ownership between
local merchants and national chains. The questions: how to keep the
balance and what is the appropriate proportion should be answered
in the future.
3-13-3 Spatial Significance
A. Proximity to Employees Downtown
The Marketplace's outstanding performance can be attributed
to the following three factors. First, its proximity to patrons
downtown. The Marketplace is used by thousands of employees and
college students. For example, Downtown Burlington accommodates
four banks employing 2,500 people and government offices including
County, State and Federal with staffs of 1,500 officials all within 350
feet of the Marketplace. Moreover, the University of Vermont and
three other colleges bring 15,500 students as well as 2,000 faculties
and staff. Three medical institutions with 3,000 people and more
than 50 law firms with 1,300 people are located in Downtown
Burlington. Also, retail itself provides 3,000 employees. The
concentration of more than ten thousand employees in the Downtown
of a small city the population of which is just over 39,000 is quite
large and is the main source of pedestrian flow within just four
blocks of the Marketplace. In addition, fifteen thousand college
students, also a considerable concentration, has contributed to the
diverse pedestrian activities on the Marketplace. Eating and
drinking establishments and apparel stores in the Marketplace have
been greatly patronized by these office workers and students.
This proximity of downtown workers to the Marketplace has
been deliberately reinforced by the City. In order to ensure the
future of Downtown retail, the City has realized the necessity of the
large concentration of downtown workers along with the
establishment of the Church Street Marketplace District Commission
for better promotion to the Marketplace. The CEDO has made an
effort to convince County and State to locate their facilities in
Downtown. Currently, the head quarters of the State Health
Department which will produce employees of 200 is under
construction just one block of the Marketplace. Also, the CEDO has
vigorously secured UDAGs several times to attract private
development, which has brought about more than 500 jobs
downtown as well as the increase in the City's tax revenue.
Burlington shows that the linkage between office and retail
developments is very effective and important. It is noticeable that
the reinforcement of the existing retail core downtown has been
accomplished effectively with the municipality's strategy of
promoting the entire downtown utilizing the improved retail
environment as an incentive to attract private commercial office
developments.
B. The Marketplace as a Tourist Attraction
The second factor is that the Marketplace is a good tourist
attraction. Tourists make up about 35% of the three million annual
visitors to the Marketplace.
The Marketplace enjoys its favorable location as the center of
tourists activities. Several ski and sightseeing spots are scattered
around Burlington. As a rough estimate, there are 8 million tourists
visiting Vermont each year. The Interstate Highway 89 connecting
Burlington and Montreal, a city of 3 million population, within one
and half hour's drive brings roughly 2 million Canadians, 25% of the
total, to Vermont each year.30 A large number of Canadians seem to
stop over at Burlington to take rest or dine.
C. Physical Design
The third factor and most significant is the physical design of
the Marketplace. The streetscape was improved only at the time of
the development. Replacement or recruitment of specific shops
according to the tenant mix study has never occurred.
Without any changes in the streetscape, Church Street could
have survived as a major downtown shopping street supported by a
large number of office workers, students, and tourists. However,
three million visitors in an open mall in spite of severe cold winters
can never be explained without the effect of the improved
pedestrian environment.
30 VERMONT, Burlington, (Leaflet issued by the Burlington convention
Bureau.)
Improved Church Street is not a mere shopping street. It is a
retail district functioning as an urban plaza as well. Office workers
and students make frequent calls at the Marketplace because it has
the attractiveness of a well-designed urban plaza. Tourists stop over
at the Marketplace because it enhances the aesthetic characteristics
of a historical small town more than any other place in Vermont.
The Marketplace with a width of 65 feet, one to three storied
abutting buildings, and a symbolic landmark church at the north end
has a good spatial definition as an urban plaza (Figure 4). Neatly
arranged street furniture and a north-south view corridor add
aesthetic value to the plaza. Sidewalk cafes scattered along the
Marketplace are favorite haunts of office workers and colorful
pushcarts gather curious tourists. People sit eating, stand talking and
throng to see street vendors here and there. These local amenities
are the result of the spatial characteristics of Church Street as a
plaza, the design skill used to enhance these characteristics, and the
crowds of people who use the space. The old Church Street with
narrow sidewalks and busy traffic could not have produced such
charming local amenities.
Moreover, people who appraised the spatial significance of the
Marketplace most were the Burlingtonians themselves. The
Downtown Partnership recommended expansion of the aesthetic
value and on-street pedestrian activities of the Marketplace into the
entire central business district. The $1 million project to improve the
northernmost block is another good evidence of it.
What the Marketplace and its success suggest is that public
space between shops is an important resource for improving existing
retail districts; and carefully designed public space will become a
good generator of pedestrian flow and thus help to increase sales.
Figure 7: Pedestrians on the Marketplace
Chapter 4
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES
Although the three success factors discussed in section 3-13
have contributed to the success of the Church Street Marketplace, it
is difficult to apply them directly to other old commercial districts
because of differences in conditions between Burlington and other
old commercial districts. Unlike Burlington, most old commercial
districts have already suffered considerable losses from shopping
centers. The Burlington's management method would function only
if applied to those places where local economies in old commercial
districts have been as healthy as that of Burlington, and where there
is already proximity to office and residential districts. Also, the
pedestrian mall approach can not be easily applied to other
commercial districts where it is difficult to secure alternative routes
to channel traffic around.
Taking these differences into account, this chapter modifies
Burlington's three success factors into general strategies applicable to
the restoration of local independent retail businesses in other old
commercial districts by comparison with several other cases.
4-1 STRATEGY 1: PUBLIC INTERVENTION
It is obviously advantageous for local independent retailers to
have political tools to protect themselves from large scale retail
business competition. Indeed, the local independents in the Church
Street Marketplace have been able to keep their vitality largely
because of the State's land use law, Act 250. It saved the City's retail
core from losing customers, sales, and tax revenues to a nearby
regional shopping center. Also the City itself strongly opposed the
construction of the shopping center.
During the two decades from the 1950s to 1970s, it was a
matter for debate whether it was right to block suburban shopping
centers politically so as to protect local neighborhood centers or CBDs
from outside threats. Some states were against large scale retail
developments as Vermont was and enacted similar political tools, but
others did not. Some cities welcomed shopping centers expecting
increases in tax revenues and job opportunities for residents.
However, the situation of CBDs has changed. It is no use trying
to stop suburban shopping centers because they already exist fully
serving the suburban market. The rapid growth of shopping center
development during the 1960's and 1970's has led to
overcompetition. This situation, together with the fact that many
shopping centers built in that period have become out of date, has
caused developers to opt for renovation of the existing facilities
rather than new development.
Then, what can retailers who have already suffered from
surrounding shopping centers do? What can be done to lessen the
shopping centers' influence politically in the future? And, more
importantly, is political intervention, in particular private
development, appropriate? To answer these questions, it is
necessary to reconsider past disputes over the appropriateness of
public intervention in shopping centers and how Federal and state
governments dealt with these difficult problems.
4-1-1 Example of Solutions in Other Cases
For a short period of one and a half years, the Federal
government had a measure to stop suburban shopping centers. In
1979, the Federal government issued the "Community Conservation
Guideline" which was President Carter's policy initiative against
suburban shopping centers. This Guideline aimed at conserving old
commercial areas by discouraging Federal action and funding that
would attract highway oriented large scale shopping center
construction. The stance of President Carter's Guideline was that
deterioration or underutilization of old commercial areas caused by
urban sprawl was a waste of past investment, and construction of
suburban shopping centers neglecting these old commercial areas
was unnecessary duplication. Thus, pending highway construction
using Federal money should not cause such waste. The Guideline
allowed municipal governments to undertake "community impact
analyses" for the pending Federal actions. If the analyses identified
significant negative results, the Federal agency in charge of such
actions would modify them or provide alternative measures to help
mitigate their effects. The Reagan Administration terminated the
enforcement of the Guideline in 1981 in conformity with its policy to
reduce Federal intervention in local and private affairs.31
31 "Community Conservation Guideline," The White House, November 1979,
in Alexander, Laurence ed., Strategies for Stopping Shopping Centers: a
Guidebook on Minimizing Excessive Suburban Shopping Center Growth,
Downtown Research and Development Center, New York, 1980
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Some states have legislated against shopping centers on the
same basis as the Federal government, to prevent wasteful
investment of public monies. Connecticut is one of those states. It
overlooks those developments which will lead to wasteful use of
State funds and natural resources according to the Conservation and
Development Policies Plan.32
In the case of Florida, the Governor's strong opinion stopped
pending highway improvements which would have given a stimulus
to a regional shopping mall. The Governor intervened because the
mall would waste Federal and state investment made in the past and
would weaken existing retail function downtown. 33
The influence of one regional shopping -center usually extends
beyond its municipal boundaries causing difficulties in finding
political solutions. Burlington represents this case well. Burlington's
fiscal impact analysis of the Pyramid Mall in Willston, a rural town
5.5 miles from the City, demonstrated the possible significant
negative impact on its downtown, which spurred the City on to great
efforts against the Mall even though it was approved by the Williston
Planning Commission. Act 250 supported Burlington's veto on the
pending shopping mall and rejected it, however, that decision, in
turn, forced the Town of Willston to lose tax increases and other
positive impacts.
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To prevent this kind of rivalry in its jurisdiction, New Jersey
has regional planning. This planning requires that zoning of each
local municipality be consistent with its master land use plan so that
municipalities next to one another can avoid potential dispute.34
Although quite a rare case, a " tax base sharing law" can be an
alternative solution to this problem. A tax base sharing law allows
interjurisdictional transfers of tax revenues from specific
nonresidential development so that regardless of political boundaries
all communities that would suffer losses in tax revenues and sales
volume can share the benefits of the development. The Minneapolis-
St. Paul metropolitan area has adapted this system. In this area, a
certain portion of each jurisdiction's commercial and industrial tax
increase is pooled and redistributed in proportion to per capita
market valuation of properties. However, the problem of this system
is the extent to which this quantitative mechanism can equalize tax
revenue to some areas and losses from other areas. This might be
the reason why only the Twin city area has adapted this system.35
While many states have been reluctant to intervene in specific
private development projects, an increasing number of states have
dealt with this problem from the standpoint of benefiting old
34 Maskowiz, Harvey "Strategies For Stopping Shopping Centers: Using
The Tools Of Planning And Land Use Regulation",in Alexander,
Laurence ed., Strategies for Stopping Shopping Centers: a Guidebook on
Minimizing Excessive Suburban Shopping Center Growth, Downtown
Research and Development Center, New York, 1980
35 LESSONS FOR STATES AND CITIES: IMPACTS OF NEW DEVELOPMENTS ON
OLDER COMMERCIAL AREAS, REAL ESTATE RESEARCH CORPORATION
Prepared for Office of community PLanning and Development U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development, SPRING 1982
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commercial areas. Massachusetts, for example, established "the
Commercial Area Revitalization District (CARD) program" to aid old
commercial areas exclusively. The CARD program comprises four
components; taxable Industrial Revenue Bonds, commercial
development loans, an off-street parking program, and Community
Development Action Grants. These are incentives to leverage private
development into the approved CARD districts located in older and
blighted neighborhoods. The program also requires that 50% of the
area within the district be classified as older commercial.36 One of
the advantageous points of the CARD program is that communities
can use this program for a variety of purposes, such as rehabilitation
of commercial buildings, commercial and mixed use development,
and parking garages. However, since to some extent this program is
real estate oriented and the main feature is financial incentive to
developers, there is a risk that developers attract more profitable
chains rather than local retailers in order to make their projects
feasible.
It is a matter of course that the principle of free competition
can influence political decisions. New York State takes the position
that negative economic impact will not affect the State's decision
because it would be against the principle of open competition. 37
36 CARD: THE COMMERCIAL AREA REVITALIZATION DISTRICT PROGRAM City
of Boston and Boston Redevelopment Authority, September 1983
37 LESSONS FOR STATES AND CITIES: IMPACTS OF NEW DEVELOPMENTS ON
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The several types of the political solutions for the above
mentioned disputes can be summarized as follows.
Basically there are two ways of looking at this matter, to
support free competition principle or to support old commercial
areas. People on the side of free competition would say that no
political intervention can infringe upon this principle. But people on
the other side would say that shopping centers can damage the well-
being of communities and preventing such damage should have
precedence over free competition.
There are four political solutions that have been taken up by
the latter group. First, to limit the use of public funds especially for
highway oriented activities advantageous to shopping centers.
Second, to regulate construction of shopping centers by state laws or
joint regulations with adjacent municipalities. Third, to control the
negative impacts of shopping centers beyond a municipality's
jurisdiction. Fourth, to make old commercial areas competitive by
positive financial support programs.
4-1-2 Conclusion
Trying to obtain larger profits and larger market share by
attracting more customers with better products at cheaper costs is
the principle of free competition. People who can benefit best from
this principle are customers. However, there are people who can not
benefit from free competition. They are the elderly, low and
moderate income group, and minority people whose lives rely on the
old commercial areas. They are often neglected by the strategies of
shopping center management. Also, decreases in tax revenues
forced by shopping centers have made municipalities incapable of
providing better quality of life for their residents. Moreover, it
should be clearly recognized that constructing shopping centers in
suburbs depressing old commercial areas leads to unnecessary
duplication of limited public capital and a waste of investment.
No matter what caused today's circumstances, old commercial
areas need to be improved without further delay. The retail districts
in these areas need to be improved to provide currently under-
served people not only with the better facilities but also with more
realistic and fairer shopping opportunities. Offices and housing need
to be improved to reinforce tax bases and to support retail. It is of
primary importance to revitalize entire old commercial areas to
make them competitive rather than trying to undo or lessen
negative impacts. Maintaining healthy neighborhoods downtown and
CBDs would prevent unfavorable demographic shifts which would
provide opening for new shopping centers. Therefore, positive
support programs to improve overall neighborhoods and small town
CBDs are needed the most. These programs should be used
exclusively for distressed neighborhoods and CBDs for a wide range
of purposes. To make these places competitive, they need improved
shopping spaces with building renovation, parking garages,
pedestrian malls, parks, and so on. States are the appropriate
organizations to implement these programs because these programs
function to some extent as tax base sharing laws.
In addition, since developers are expected to renew existing
shopping centers, it is imperative that additional negative impacts be
minimized. Renewal plans including extensions of leasable floor area
need to be reviewed. If there are existing vacant shops in old
commercial areas not only in a city that has a shopping center
undergoing renewal but also in adjacent municipalities, there is no
need to extend the floor area. Therefore, zoning bylaws need to be
revised to require that neighboring municipalities check for possible
negative impacts of their projects.
4-2 STRATEGY 2: MANAGEMENT
The management of the retail districts is a nationwide
phenomenon. Several management methods have been used in
several places. The method of managing the Church Street
Marketplace in Burlington, a combination of a special assessment
district and a district commission, is not unique but just one
example. It was chosen by examining the management techniques of
former pedestrian oriented developments. Why is the management
of retail districts so popular? Is it advantageous for the local
independents to be managed? If yes, by whom, how, and to what
extent? In order to answer these questions it is useful to examine
other types of retail district management methods in which local
independent retailers are deeply involved and to compare their
effectiveness. It would be very instructive and worth studying
Burlington's current plans because it can serve as a model of
powerful management strategy to promote local independent retail
businesses in other areas.
4-2-1 Business Improvement District
One of the ways to manage retail districts is the Business
Improvement District (BID). It is a self-help mechanism which
property owners in a designated district use to tax themselves to
collect working capital for maintaining and improving the district.
As of 1992, there were 38 states that had legislation to permit the
establishment of BIDs and more than 1,000 districts exist in the
United States.
In the State of New York, the BID was enacted in 1982. The
State requires 50 percent agreement from property owners in a
district and approval from Community Boards in order to create the
BID. Once approved, the City collects the special tax from the
property owners in a district and gives it back to the district.
Recently, in July 1992, the Lower East Side Merchants Association
created a BID made up of 420 small retailers in 22 blocks. The
special tax of 0.38 percent of assessed valuation on 300 properties
was expected to generate $200,000 annually for the Merchants
Association to be used for a campaign to bring back the
neighborhood's purchasing power which had been lost to an adjacent
department store and shopping malls.38
The State of New Jersey also allows municipalities to create a
"district management corporation," a special improvement district as
a funding source of the self-help management organization, the
mechanism of which is the same as that of the BID.39
The same principle is called the Business Improvement Area
(BIA) in Ontario, Canada. As of 1986, there were 166 areas in the
Province, 68 percent of which were created in the 1970s. The
average budget in 1984 was $53,900 ranging from $1,000 to
$364,000. Promotion and advertising costs accounted for 32% of the
average budget, the largest portion of the expenditure, followed by
38 Garbarine, Racelle, "Perking Up The Lower East Side", New York Times,
September 23, 1992
39 Alexander, Laurence, DOWNTOWN RETAIL REVITALIZATION: THE NEW
ENTREPRENEURIAL STRATEGY, Downtown research and Development
Center, New York, 1986
administrative costs of 23%, and street beautification and decoration
costs of 13%.40
Although titles vary, the concepts of these management
methods are the same as the special assessment district in
Burlington. A list of the functions of these management methods
includes structured advertising, ornamentation, promotional events,
and maintenance of cleanliness and safety of the common areas.
Generally, more weight tends to be given to promotion and
advertising.
4-2-2 Reasons for Managing Retail
To some extent, the magnet power of the department store and
the national chain depends on their large scale advertising. Because
of their geographically large markets, the department store and the
national chain can use mass media effectively, and their centralized
decision making and economies of scale allow them to lavish huge
expenses on advertising. In addition, the developer of the shopping
center has an elaborate management technique called "centralized
management." Centralized management provides shopping centers
with a neat, clean, uniform, and safe environment, as well as the
promotional events and advertisements.
Generally, local retailers cannot afford advertisement through
mass media, chiefly because the cost is not commensurate with the
budget of individual local retailers. On traditional retail streets,
individual merchants locate next to each other to attract customers,
40 Ibid
but lack the cohesive mechanisms to promote themselves as a
district.
Therefore, certain commercial areas have begun to develop a
special assessment district, sometimes called the BID, or the BIA.
These are the individual merchants' countermeasures against the
systematic promotion methods that shopping centers, department
stores, and national chains are utilizing. In addition, it may well be
that the actual concept of these management mechanisms has been
derived from the developers' own principle of centralized
management. Just as a common area charge is collected from each
tenant in a shopping center for promotional purposes, so a special tax
or assessment is collected by a management organization from
property owners in a local retail district. The growing threat of
national chains has made local people more willing to promote
themselves as a total through the assessment.
The reason why these methods have been widely accepted by
both property owners and local retailers throughout the nation is
probably that these mechanisms create mutual benefit without
meddling in the merchants' and property owners' businesses.
Because the Marketplace District Commission has no authority to
intervene in any shop's operation, the responsibilities of that
organization to the BID or the BIA are limited to the public spaces.
This fact should make it easier for individual retailers to accept
ideas. The successful management of these public spaces can
compensate for the independent retailers' difficulties in attracting a
large number of customers and providing them with comfortable
shopping environments as a whole.
4-2-3 Centralized Retail Management
Actually, the Marketplace in Burlington is one of several
successful downtown retail revitalization projects that have shown
the effectiveness of special assessment districts, the BID, or the BIA.
Many downtown advocates may have attributed the effectiveness of
these management methods to the application of the shopping center
developer's principles to the downtown revitalization projects. But
some of those advocates have been eager to manage the downtown
retail districts in better ways than these three methods and have
taken further steps toward the essence of the developers' centralized
management.
The developer's centralized management is a much broader
and profounder concept than the above mentioned three methods.
Centralized management in a shopping center is planned to optimize
the developers' profits, with the ideal tenant mix based on detailed
market analyses, uniform business hours, and strict specifications
(called the tenants' criteria) for interior and storefront design, color
and material selections, sign and graphics programs, and so on.
So, among the threatened independent retailers, the idea of the
Centralized Retail Management (CRM) took form in the mid 1980's.
The CRM is an attempt to manage the retail districts more
comprehensively than could the BIA or the BID, and to optimize
sales, giving the CRM organizations the ability to control as many
aspects of the shopping center management as possible. The CRM
covers the same functions as the BID or the BIA: the common area
maintenance, the safety in the retail district, the cooperative
advertisement and the promotional events. In addition, it forces
retailers to keep common business hours, the tenant mix, and the
common covenants to regulate the physical form, the quality of
services, and sometimes the merchandising lines.4 1
In a number of ways, the program of the CRM is more
advantageous to the local independent merchants than those of the
special assessment district, the BID, or the BIA. With the CRM
program the local independent can get assistance in various aspects
of operations, such as taxes, accounting, and interior design so that he
can survive in the district. This assistance is a function that the
special assessment district, the BID, and the BIA cannot provide
because of their programs' concentration on public spaces.
The CRM program is also effective in creating an ideal tenant
mix. Some retailers regarded as incompatible with the ideal tenant
mix by the CRM organization because of, for example, duplicated use
or an unfavorable shop image can be replaced on the expiration of
their leases. The entry of undesirable tenants also can be rejected by
the organization regardless of property owners' wills. So, the CRM
program has some possibilities of being a strong tool to balance
ownerships between the local independents retailers and national
chains by the favorable tenant mix policy to local retailers. In this
sense, the CRM program may be more advantageous to local
41 Stokvis, Jack and Cloar,James, "CRM: APPLYING SHOPPING CENTER TO
DOWNTOWN RETAILING", URBAN LAND, April 91, p 7-11
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independents than the special assessment district, the BID, or the
BIA.
However, the CRM also has problems. First of all, the CRM has
too many restrictions, many more than required by the other three
methods. Without the uniformity that restrictions create, local
independent retailers can have latitude in operation, which would
help give a special character to neighborhoods and allow local
customers to enjoy different shopping environments from those of
shopping centers. Also, the latitude within local retail districts can
be attributed in part to the independence of the owners which chain
stores could not have because of the central offices' centralized
decision making and the developers' tenants' criteria. This
independence is threatened, however, because the CRM program is
moving in the direction of decreasing the advantages of local
independents.
The other problem of the CRM program may be the extent of
the CRM organization's competence as a leader: whether or not it can
maximize the merits of local independents to create better shopping
spaces and to manage these spaces more effectively than developers.
The responsibility and knowledge required for this kind of
management are much greater than those for the other three
methods. It might be difficult to find qualified members of a
management organization among independent retailers or property
owners. Inevitably, local merchants need to entrust a management
company with the care not only of their district but also of their
businesses. It is uncertain that local merchants can get the
company's guarantee that their district is not going to be like a
shopping center.
It seems too early to reach a conclusion because the idea of the
CRM is relatively new and is still in an experimental stage. However,
it is clear that, form the local independents' point of view, it is
controversial to apply the idea to the traditional retail districts.
4-2-4 Management method for Local Independent Retailers
The special assessment district, the BID, and the BIA seem to
be the preferable management methods currently available to assist
local independents.
However, considering the recent conditions in which local
independent retailers have been placed, only to manage the retail
districts would not bring about a favorable result. The nature of
local independent retailers is the geographically compact markets in
which there exist deteriorated, vacant, and abandoned offices and
houses. Without filling the vacant buildings and improving the
eyesores, any retail management methods would not function.
As mentioned in Section 2-4, the role of retail in downtown
revitalization in the past was secondary. Downtown retail projects
have been very risky even for experienced developers with the
department stores' and national chain stores' large magnet powers
and the catchment areas. Even Burlington's healthy retail core has
been supported largely by the city's efforts to increase downtown
employees and to improve the physical and management program.
Therefore, retail management as a tool to restore and retain
local independents should be linked tightly with at least the creation
and reinforcement of the markets.
In addition, the independent retailer's geographically compact
market contains several important points which would influence
management methods. First, it is obvious that the population density
surrounding a retail district is the major determinant of the size of
retail activities. The denser the population, the more advantageous
the situation is to independent retailers. The vitality of the
Marketplace in Burlington underscores the importance of the retail
space's proximity to the offices and downtown housing. Zoning will
probably need to be changed to support the retail district in many
cases. It may be necessary to give private developers incentives to
concentrate housing and office development in the surrounding
areas, and these development should be synchronized with the
improvement of the retail district. Moreover, the infrastructure may
need to be improved to serve new residents and workers. Second, it
is to be expected that a larger number of customers will come to the
retail district on foot. The study conducted by the International
Council of Shopping Centers in 1988 observed that about 80% of the
office workers who went outside to shop or dine at lunch time spent
no more than nine minutes in going to their destination. 42 Therefore,
the physical network of the pedestrian environment between the
retail district and the residential and office districts is critical. Land
use, traffic circulation, parking, security, and cleaning programs not
42 Houstoun, Lawrence, "NINE MINUTES TO RETAIL, The Workplace-
Marketplace Connection downtown", URBAN LAND. December 89, P 25-
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only in the retail district but also in the surrounding districts should
be planned within this context. All of these tasks cannot be carried
out by managing only the retail district. The management of the
retail district should involve coordinating public and private
interests in different fields, and this would not be easy for the
members of one management entity.
Helpful hints for how this can be accomplished are given by the
Burlington's recent efforts to manage the entire central business
district. After gaining experience through the management of the
special assessment district, Burlington is trying to make an effective
use of this experience by creating the "Downtown Burlington
Improvement District" encompassing the entire CBD and managing it
under the leadership of the Downtown Partnership. The Downtown
Partnership is a master organization, called a "core", in charge of the
management of the Improvement District controlling five subgroups,
"spokes", which have their own specific management fields. These
fields are: parking and transportation, marketing, capital
improvements, retail, and commercial development. These five
groups are expected to solve problems in line with a common long-
term goal, to achieve a balanced economic structure of their CBD.43
Burlington's new approach suggests that a long-term
comprehensive economic program and a multiple management
structure will help restore and maintain local retail businesses
linking themselves effectively with other development activities.
43 Downtown Partnership, LAUNCHING THE NEW PARTNERSHIP:
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTING THE DOWNTOWN PARTNERSHIP,
Burlington, May 1991
With a long-term program, people can get a consensus on the next
steps necessary to rebuild their economy unifying a variety of
interests. In this way the management organizations can help each
other to prevent conflicts between other interests and carry out their
tasks smoothly. A long-term economic program can show
municipalities' priorities to which improvements should receive
public funds and thus such public improvements as the pedestrian
environment and parking can be incorporated into retail, housing,
and office development and can leverage private investment. A
long-term program can also show private developers the direction in
which the neighborhood is going, and a multiple management
structure can create a tight linkage between retail and other
development in a favorable way. In the end, neighborhoods will get
a mixture of land use, diverse social activities, and a balanced
economy, which are all important factors to maintain vitality in retail
businesses.
4-2-5 Conclusion
The special assessment district also called the business
improvement district (BID) or area (BIA) has gained general
acceptance in Burlington and other areas. It is expected to function
as a management tool to restore and maintain local independent
retailers in traditional neighborhood centers or in small town CBDs
where the health of local independent retailers has deteriorated.
However, to restore and maintain local independent retailers
requires that their markets be reinforced and their physical
environments improved. A strong linkage between retail
improvements and other developments such as housing, office, and
traffic within the independent retailers' markets is indispensable.
Therefore, the basic strategy is to manage local independent retailers
with their markets. To implement this strategy, first a long-term
comprehensive economic program should be made. Then, a multiple
management organization needs to be created. Under a master
organization, subordinate organizations in charge of retail
management should be given the same attention as other fields of
management such as housing, office, and traffic. Finally, retail
districts should be managed in line with the long-term program and
in concert with the management of other related fields.
4-3 STRATEGY 3: PHYSICAL DESIGN
In general terms, the physical design solutions for retail
development vary case by case, but considering the typical spatial
character of old commercial districts, it is reasonable to focus on how
the traditional shopping streets can be improved physically.
Although pedestrian malls were popular during the 1960s and
1970s, few streets have been closed to traffic since those days.4 4
One reason for this is that it was too late to establish pedestrian
malls after a large number of people migrated to the suburbs where
suburban shopping centers had already started to serve them. Not
enough residents remained around the old commercial areas to
support pedestrian malls. Therefore, as mentioned in the former
section, for success in restoring local independent retailers it is
important to link retail development tightly with office and housing
development. Then, given enough office workers and residents
around old commercial districts, how should the traditional shopping
streets be improved physically? Should pedestrian malls like
Burlington be introduced to other areas or are there any other
physical design solutions?
4-3-1 Roles of Public Right of Way
Several circumstances under which local independent retailers
have been placed suggest that the public right of way on shopping
streets should be better utilized. For the following four reasons, it is
44 Rubenstein, Harvey, Pedestrian Malls, Streetscapes, and Urban Spaces,
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, 1992
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advantageous to put a great emphasis on the public right of way:
first, it might be reasonable to search for such physical design
solutions as improving existing physical conditions effectively with
limited funds. Vary few local merchants can be seen in shopping
centers. This is because of the high rents, due to the developers'
huge capital investments in constructing shopping centers. Since
public funds available to old commercial areas are limited and
private funds that local property owners or merchants can provide
are even more limited, the catalytic approaches demanding huge
investments would require the financial abilities of a developer.
Inevitably, such approaches would lead local merchants to the same
result that they have been obliged to face in shopping centers. A
study demonstrates that a high failure rate is to be expected when
the catalytic approaches are applied to downtown areas in which
economic conditions have remained stagnant.45
Second, individual local merchants cannot compete against
chain stores in shopping centers in their design. Chain stores tend to
change their interior design every three years to maintain and
stimulate customers' interest. In addition, to achieve a quick
turnover and to keep down inventories, the chain stores' investment
costs for promotion including store design and advertising are huge.
This often leads to a sophisticated interior design with high quality
materials. In contrast, because of a scarce or marginal working
capital, the local independent cannot afford to follow these chains'
45 The National Trust for Historic Preservation in association with The
Urban Institute, REVITALIZING DOWNTOWN 1976-1986, The National Trust
for Historic Preservation, Washington D.C., 1988
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strategies. However, it is still possible for them to compete with
chains by creating total environments that shopping centers are
unable to provide. There still remains the heritage around the old
shopping streets to which the communities' sense of pride is
attached. In addition, especially in the small CBDs, the central
community functions such as city halls, post offices, and libraries are
located adjacent to the shopping streets. These are the assets that
provide the shopping streets with the image of a community center.
Therefore, with a public right of way as a glue to link shopping
streets tightly with communities, local independents can create quite
different shopping environments from those of shopping centers.
Third, it is crucial to avoid the interruption of businesses
during the improvement periods. In the case of Burlington, special
care was taken not to block the pedestrian flows in front of each
store during the two seasons of construction. Many old retailers
were able to keep their businesses in the Marketplace because of this
careful attention and these old retailers give the Marketplace a
unique diversity that shopping centers do not have. The old
merchants are also important in that they play key roles in
cultivating and keeping the residents' sense of community,
something shopping centers can hardly offer to their customers. The
smaller the sales volume, the severer the effect of the loss of a
turnover even during a short period of construction. Therefore, it is
very helpful for local merchants if the shopping environment can be
improved only by utilizing the public right of way.
Fourth, to increase the density of the pedestrian flow is the
best way to enhance the safety image of the shopping streets and
thus solves one of the problems that caused the existing poor
conditions. In addition, good pedestrian environments can stimulate
the residents' and office workers' frequent visits to stores on foot,
which would reduce the demand for parking spaces. Also, they can
provide open spaces for communities. Therefore, not only can the
linkage between the shopping streets and the surroundings be
created in a desirable manner but also the overall image of the
neighborhoods can be improved.
4-3-2 The Possibility of Semi Malls
The other reason for few pedestrian malls after the 1970s
might be that the increase in the absolute number of automobiles
made it harder to handle displaced traffic. The pedestrian mall is
possible only if there is an alternative route with an adequate traffic
capacity or if it is possible to create such an alternative road to
channel traffic around. In many small CBDs, the shopping streets are
usually the only arteries in those regions and it is financially and
physically difficult to build an alternative road; in addition, the
alternative road will produce another problem because automobile-
related facilities such as fire stations, police offices, and post offices
are located on the shopping streets with retail stores. So it is very
unlikely that pedestrian malls can be adapted to these areas. The
semi-mall with widened sidewalks and no or limited frontage
parking therefore may provide an alternative approach. Even
though the heavy traffic volume will still remain on the streets,
additional sidewalk spaces can provide the traditional shopping
streets with good opportunities for improving the shopping
environment. Examples such as Harvard Square in Cambridge and
Yonge Street in Toronto demonstrate successful coexistence with
heavy traffic volume. In these cases, however, the traffic speed is
significantly reduced by frequent signals or the narrow street width.
Also, like Newbury Street in Boston, one way traffic is advisable in
that it can give a wider space for pedestrians and pedestrians can
concentrate their attention on one direction.
4-3-3 Roles of the Pedestrian Environment
How should the widened pedestrian space be designed? In
every popular shopping space, there is an attractive pedestrian
environment. Even shopping centers accessible only by automobiles
have sophisticated pedestrian environments inside. What were the
conditions of the shopping streets in the CBDs of the small suburban
cities when shopping centers started to appear in their vicinity? The
shopping streets in these CBDs used to have quite limited pedestrian
environments. Narrow sidewalks and frontage parking were
popular, so customers parked in front of stores and got into their cars
immediately after they finished shopping. The area provided for
automobiles was much larger than that for pedestrians. It may
safely be said that not only the large variety of merchandising lines
provided by department stores and national chains but also the
shopping centers' elaborately planned pedestrian environments
caused the old shopping streets to lose their customers to shopping
centers. Also, to a large extent the reason for Burlington's success
depended on the significance of the Marketplace's pedestrian
environment. Therefore, it is worth studying the roles of the
pedestrian environments in the several types of planned shopping
centers designed by developers and how they are different from or
similar to those in the Marketplace in Burlington.
4-3-4 Pedestrian Environment in Suburban Shopping
Center
There is no denying the fact that the suburban shopping center
has been quite successful and that the high quality of the elaborately
planned pedestrian environment has contributed to its success.
"The regional shopping center is a highly sophisticated device
for selling goods with convenience and profit. Its site planning
is as advanced, and more solidly based on human behavior, than
any other in this country." 46
The shopping mall is an extraordinary pedestrian space in a
huge box put in a sea of parking. Access is available only by
automobiles. The external appearance does not attract customers'
interest at all. Once customers set foot in the mall, however, they
discover a complete pedestrian paradise which is a totally different
environment from their surroundings. The suburb can be expressed
by following words; a flat land, low density, rich in green and open
46 Lynch, Kevin and Hack, Gary, Site Planning, The MIT Press, Cambridge,
1984
spaces, less social intercourse, and an automobile society. In
contrast, the inside of a mall is a well defined three dimensional
space with a dense pedestrian population, a row of shopfronts
decorated and illuminated attractively.
The pedestrian environment in a mall can provide customers
living in suburbs with the extraordinary experiences that they can
not get from their daily life. The materials and colors used for
interiors or signs cannot be found in the houses. There is no clean,
safe, and air-conditioned space other than a shopping mall. There is
no other space where they can see other people's activities--
walking, shopping, eating, or sitting--in one place. Even such
activities might be an element of the planned pedestrian
environment, since
"---to see and hear people in action is endlessly entertaining." 4 7
The environment created by these elements is, to some extent,
similar to that of a downtown.
"There are few people who do not enjoy the magic of a great city.
But urban sprawl takes it away from everyone except the few
who are lucky enough, or rich enough, to live close to the largest
centers." 48
47 Lynch, Kevin and Hack, Gary, Site Planning, The MIT Press, Cambridge,
1984
48 Alexander, Christopher, A Pattern Language, Oxford University Press,
New York, 1977
Therefore, the extraordinary environments in shopping centers
have functioned for people living in suburbs as a substitute for the
"magic" of the city centers because in these days the real downtowns
are blighted and thus are remote from suburbs psychologically.
Also, the pedestrian environment in shopping malls has a
distinctive function.
"---the basic principle is to expose the internal storefronts to
intense foot traffic, while keeping this traffic in concentrated
channels and well distributed over the center as a whole. The
primary attractions-department stores and large fashion or
specialty stores-which are assumed to draw customers by their
own power, are located so as to pull buyers past the smaller stores.
The primaries are therefore placed at either end of a single mall
or at the multiple ends of converging malls."49
Department stores are therefore the generators of foot traffic
and pedestrian spaces are designed as the distributors to circulate
customers by giving them pleasure.
West Edmonton Mall in Edmonton, Alberta is the extreme
example of the shopping center that has introduced quite an
extraordinary pedestrian environment in a mall. It has a unique
feature in terms of the wideness of its floor area. As many as twelve
department stores and about 800 shops are located under one roof.
The total length of channels connecting each anchor store well exceed
49 Lynch, Kevin and Hack, Gary, Site Planning, The MIT Press, Cambridge,
1984
the distance that average shoppers can be convinced to walk on end.
The devices introduced to persuade shoppers to walk around the
huge mall are quite amazing. These include a large pond in which a
pirate ship is displayed and submarines are moving around, the
largest indoor amusement park, a wave pool, and an ice-skating link.
These facilities are placed strategically between the anchors. In
addition, these devices help give the pedestrian environment an
extraordinary character. For example, the sight of a full size ship
floating in a pond under a huge glass roof is quite unique and
dramatic.
The Mall of America in Bloomington, Minnesota which opened
in August 1992, is similar. More than 330 shops are arranged on a
four million two hundred thousand square foot floor area along with
several kinds of entertainment including a theme park of seven
acres.50
4-3-5 The Pedestrian Environment in Downtown Shopping
Centers
The recent successful downtown revitalization projects
represented by Horton Plaza in San Diego demonstrate that all of the
developers' experiences in creating sophisticated pedestrian
environments have been used in a more advanced way in creating
these projects.
In the earlier period of the downtown revitalization, the same
50 Hubler, Eric "Four Million Square Feet of Mall", The New York Times,
October 25, 1992
principle as suburban shopping centers, anchors as the generators
and pedestrian environments as the distributors, was adapted to the
urban context. Many of the earlier developments failed to get
general acceptance from customers downtown. Since the spatial
character of suburban malls is quasi-urban, in many cases the simple
adaptation of the suburban mall principle to downtowns resulted in
inconsistency in spaces. So, the problem for the developers was how
to adjust the principle to the real urban context.
Developers did not have to worry about how to harmonize their
suburban shopping centers with their surroundings, because there
were only highways around them. They could concentrate on
designing spaces which could maximize their profits in the most
rational way. This might be the reason for the identical spatial
character found in suburban shopping centers.
The conclusion that the developers reached was to redefine the
function of the pedestrian space. Although the tenant mix of
downtown malls based on the new principle is similar to that of the
suburbs, the spatial character of every downtown mall is quite
original. What the downtown mall has gained with its original
pedestrian space is its distinctive image as a district. Horton Plaza in
San Diego and Eaton Centre in Toronto are good examples of these
cases.
Horton Plaza is a five-storied vertically stacked structure with
no roof and no air-conditioning, which was unprecedented in those
days. Visual and spatial complexities are characteristics of this mall.
The corridors surrounding a large void command a dramatic view of
an enclosed pedestrian space filled with several types of shapes with
different sizes and colors. These aesthetically intricate architectural
forms strengthen the Plaza's image as an unique shopping district.
Eaton Centre is a complex with a hotel, offices, and a subway
station. The Centre's spatial significance is provided by a huge
arcade. The abutting offices, the high ceiling, and the huge volume of
space stretching overhead enhance the strong sense of an enclosure
and the image of a formal urban space. The Centre gives careful
consideration not only to the inside of the mall but also to its outside.
The outward shops abut the traditional commercial street, Yonge
Street, so the mall harmonizes with its urban context.
Although, like suburban malls, the two cases have department
stores located at their corners or far ends, the pedestrian spaces
connecting them have increased strength in their three dimensional
character, visual complexity, and level of exposure to pedestrian
activities. This explains why in urban areas, contrary to suburban
malls, the quality and the definition of the pedestrian space become
more important than the anchor's magnets for shoppers.
In Horton Plaza, there is no consecutive series of stairs or
escalators. Customers have to look around for them every time they
try to move to the next level. The pedestrian space therefore
weakens its role as a distributor of foot traffic in this case. Rather it
functions as a multi-level urban plaza to gain a high density of
pedestrians and to visualize their activities. In addition, the
increased vertical orientation, which might be due to the high land
cost, enhances the spatial character of the space as an urban plaza
and thus entertains customers rather than discourages them from
walking around.
Actually, a high level of exposure of people's activities and a
high visual complexity in a three-dimensional enclosed space are
indispensable factors for good urban plazas or squares.
The linear pedestrian space in Eaton Centre still plays the role
of a distributor of foot traffic. However, it also functions as a
concourse. According to a survey, approximately 500,000 people
used the Centre during a specific week and more than half of them
were commuters.5 1 This illustrates that the Centre is a social and
public space. The Centre's formal image provided by the
deliberately introduced high ceiling is the representation of that
function.
4-3-6 The Pedestrian Environment in Festival
Marketplaces
Other examples show the increased importance of the
pedestrian spaces in urban shopping centers. Some downtown malls
no longer need department stores. They can attract customers by
their own characteristic pedestrian environments. These examples
include Faneuil Hall Marketplace in Boston, Granville Island in
Vancouver, and Harborplace in Baltimore. These shopping centers
are categorized as specialty centers and are also called festival
marketplaces. There are several common features in the pedestrian
51 Shaw, G., CANADIAN SHOPPING CENTRE DEVELOPMENTS: CONFLCT AND
COMPROMISE IN THE INNER CITY, University of Exeter
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spaces of these shopping centers. First, they are usually outdoor
spaces with good spatial definition. Second, they enhance the
historical image of their locations. Third, they are used as outdoor
dining spaces since these malls' main component of merchandizing
lines are foods. Fourth, a congested atmosphere is deliberately
introduced into these spaces. Fifth, they obtain distinct images of
unique shopping districts by providing spaces with the aesthetic
value of historical buildings or clear physical boundaries.
Granville Island in Vancouver, for example, is located in False
Creek. It is a complex with several types of markets, a theater, a
hotel and a design institute. The design motif of the Island is the
chemical factories and the shipbuilding industry that used to be
there until the 1950s. The old wooden docks and piers have been
restored and some of them have been used as waterfront decks on
which people can sit eating or watching boats passing by. A public
market, cafes, and restaurants are located next to these decks,
providing people with several kinds of foods. On sunny days, the
decks are filled with people enjoying lunch and sunshine. The
several food-related public markets enhance the congested
atmosphere. The surface of False Creek surrounding the Island is a
good boundary which helps give the Island a distinctive spatial
character against the urban context spreading along the opposite side
of the Creek. The galvanized iron sheets used for the exteriors of
major facilities together with the old harbor facilities enhance the
historical image of the Island and create "thematic continuity"5 2, one
52 Lynch, Kevin, THE IMAGE OF THE CITY, The MIT Press, Cambridge, 1960
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of the factors for strengthening the image of the district.
These shopping places have been able to substitute the
attractiveness of the pedestrian environment for the magnet forces
of the department stores in other shopping malls by enhancing the
natural or the architectural environments and filling them with
outdoor activities.
They have often been criticized, saying that the average
amount of consumption per head is quite small.53 However,
"---Faneuil Hall was projected to garner $222 per square foot and
achieved $228. The sales per square foot have increased every
year since then reaching $400 in 1984. Harborplace in Baltimore
was projected to reach $292 per square foot in its initial year of
1981 and actually reached sales of $420." 54
These figures give proof of the importance of a high density of
people and of the quality of pedestrian space that can generate and
entertain that crowd.
Aside from the existence of department stores, there is an
important difference between these festival marketplaces and
Horton Plaza and Eaton Centre. That is, foods play a much more
important role in festival marketplaces. Both Horton Plaza and Eaton
Centre have accumulated food related shops in small areas and put
53 Frieden, Bernard and Sagalyn, Lynne, DOWNTOWN, INC., The MIT Press,
Cambridge, 1990
54 Alexander, Laurence, DOWNTOWN RETAIL REVITALIZATION: THE NEW
ENTREPRENEURIAL STRATEGY, Downtown Research & Development
Center, New York, 1986
them deliberately in a relatively isolated position in the malls; this is
partly due to the management and partly in expectation of the
magnet of foods to pull customers to the innermost places. In
contrast, the festival marketplaces are utilizing larger areas of the
pedestrian spaces for food-related activities, making the pedestrian
spaces more like plazas.
Literature has proved that the frequently used urban plazas
have a close relationship with food. For example, based on his
survey on pedestrian behavior, Whyte recommended that,
"If you want to seed a place with activity, put out food. In New
York, at every plaza or set of steps with a lively social life, you
will almost invariably find a food vendor at the corner and a knot
of people around him-eating, shmoozing, or just standing---Food
attracts people who attract more people."ss
Also, Clare Cooper Marcus and Carolyn Francis commented in
their book, "PEOPLE PLACES",
"Outdoor cafe seating offers a visual cue to passersby that use of
the plaza is encouraged. Indeed, the addition of umbrella-covered
outdoor seating on a Seattle plaza measurably increased the use of
a plaza next to a cafeteria."5 6
55 Whyte, William, The social life of small urban spaces, Conservation
Foundation, Washington, D.C.,1980
56 Marcus, Clare and Carolyn Francis, Carolyn, PEOPLE PLACES, Van
Nostrand Reinhold, New York, 1990
4-3-7 Conclusions
What these dynamics show is the following: first, the function
of the pedestrian environment of shopping centers has been changed
from distributing foot traffic to functioning as a plaza to accumulate
the dense outdoor activities and as a device to create a strong image
of a district when the markets of shopping centers shifted from
suburbs to urban areas; second, the roles of the pedestrian
environment as a plaza and a device to create a distinct image can be
strengthened by good spatial definitions; third, well planned
pedestrian environments and the promotion of the outdoor activities
have a great potential for substituting for the anchor stores' magnet
for shoppers; last, the key to promote the outdoor activities is food.
Food facilitates making pedestrian environments function as
frequently used plazas.
It may well be said that the characteristics of the pedestrian
space in the Church Street Marketplace in Burlington are quite
similar to those of the festival marketplaces. The concentrated
outdoor activities and the well-defined pedestrian space fit the
Marketplace well to its urban context and this has led the
Marketplace's popularity.
It can be concluded that the semi-mall approach can be applied
to traditional main streets. The widened sidewalks need to be
designed so as to enhance spatial characteristics as plazas and the
image of distinctive districts by utilizing abutting buildings and other
spatial features such as landmarks, boundaries, and edges. In
addition, it would be greatly advantageous for the main streets to
have places for street-side cafes on the widened sidewalks, or food
related facilities such as public food markets as does Granville
Island, in order to attract street crowds; this would strengthen
visually the image of vigorous streets on which there is always a
crowd of people.
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Appendix B
Tenants and Common Area Fees on Church Street
(Source: Vermont Business Magazine, 1987)
CHURCH STREET WEST
Appraised Property Market
Address Owner Major Tenants Value Tax Fee
9-1 One Church St Partnership
17-11 Prelco, Incorporated
21-18 Maurice Gregoire
23 Leonard Steinberg
27-25 Hertzel/Pasackow
35-29 JC Penney
PF Jurgs, Nates
Adams, FJ Preston
Tina's Fabrics
Laura Ashley
Mayfair
JC Penney
$2,610,700
$341,700
$400,800
$148,500
$524,600
$66,415
$8,692
$10,197
$3,777
$13,345
$15,000
$5,485
$4,566
$2,413
$4,807
$2,008,200 $51,087 $15,000
*fee ceiling
Appraised Property Market
Address Owner Major Tenants Value Tax Fee
Antonio Pomerleau
Fidelity Mutual Life
Lester Dana
Harry Walcoff
Bcaupre Estate
Woolworth
Burlington Square Mall
Tom McAn, Benetton
The Shoe Horn, The Lodge
Ken's Pizza/Pub, Kelley's
104
43-37
55-47
59-57
61-69
75-71
*1ee ceiling
$1,142,600
$5,986,800
$148,500
$358,500
$283,800
$13,711
$152,305
$3,777
$12,535
$7,220
$12,355
$15,000
$3,331
$6,440
$4,793
BLOCK 3 WEST
111-115 107-109 103-105 99-101 97 81-95
Apraised Property Common
Address Owner Major Tenants V ue Tax Area Fee
Magrams
Flynn Estate
Flynn Estate
Peter Trono
June Davis
Irwin & Ester Abrams
MaGRAMs, The Fashion Shop
Yarn Cellar, Yarn Web
Artsource, Sweeties
The Queen City Tavern
Optical Center
Abraham's Camera, Leunig's Cafe
Address Owner Major Tenants
117 Merchants
123-129 Merchants
135 City of Burlington
City Hall City of Burlington
**City owned property neither appraised or taxed
Michael Kehoe
Merchants Bank
UVM Church St. Ctr.
City Hall
105
81-95
97
99-101
103-105
107-109
111-115
*Fee Ceiling
$2,788,800
$85,700
$185,600
$202,600
$82,600
$275,000
$70,670
$2,179
$4,721
$5,153
$2,100
$7,004
$15,000*
$4,142
$951
$2,999
$1,922
$5,556
BLOCK 4 WEST
123-129 ' 117
Appraised Property Common
Value Tax Area Fee
$284,800
$1,746,800
$7,246
$44,439
$3,490
$12,557
CHURCH STREET EAST
M T 
-
f
2-10 12-18 20-26 28 30 32 36
Appraised Property Market
Address Owner Major Tenants Value Tax Fee
2-10 Two Church St Properties Richardson Place, Sakura $2,592,800 $65,961 $15,000
12-18 Oliver Eastman Champlain Deli, Halvorson's. $298,700 $7,597 $4,851
20-26 Gregory Chioffi Shepard & Hamelle $382,200 $9,722 $5,162
28 Charles Perkins Optical Illusion, Nuevo Wavo $93,300 $2,374 $1,899
30 Harold Read Jr. Apple Mountain $179,700 $4,570 $2,548
32-36 Mary Fenix Apple Mountain, Attractions $445,700 $11,337 $6,216
38-44 46-50 52-54 56-58 62 66-78
Appraised Property Market
Address Owner Major Tenants Value Tax Fee
Kamber Trust
Frank Trust
Gilman Rood
Marshall Dana
VT Floral
Warren Wood
Shoe Shop, Little Prof., Creative Sound
Lippa's, Hayes & Carney
Bank of VT, Capitol
Brooks Drugs
Vermont Floral
Fremeau Jewelers, Bertha Church
$364,500
$311,900
$598,600
$307,000
$30,300
$912,300
$9,272
$7,935
$15,227
$7,810
$771
$23,209
$5,354
$4,836
$4,535
$1,123
$650
$4,706
106
38-44
46-50
52-54
56-58
62
66-78
BLOCK 3 EAST
Appraised Property CommonAddress Owner Major Tenants Value Tax Area Fee
William Wright, et al
Frank & Betty Bouchett
Simmonds Durell Co.
St. Albans Shopping Ctr.
Pomerleau
St. Albans Shopping Ctr.
Pomerleau
Pomerleau
Abraham's Inc.
The Howard Bank
Gigi, Pier I Imports
Boutilier's Art, S&S Jewelers
Hanson's Hardware
Expressions
Everyday Books
Roots
Halls
American Int'l Travel, Chittenden Bank
$323,700
$264,600
$1,032,100
$354,600
$287,600
$163,000
$56,300
$261,300
$439,800
$8,579
$6,731
$26,256
$9,020
$7,316
$4,146
$1,433
$6,648
$11,188
$4,706
$2,637
$9,403
$3,525
$3,011
$3,227
$4,102
$5,387
*Fee included in 104-106 Church Street
BLOCK 4 EAST
Appraised property Common
Address Owner Major Tenants Value Tax Area Fee
Kennedy Bros.
Mary Fenix
Mary Fenix
David Walsh, et al
The Golden Dragon
Art Fontaine
Marc & Jeff Jacobs
Encoser, Inc.
MJ11 Properties
Sweetwaters
Accent Travel
A.H. Enright's
Alfredo's, Poncho's
Golden Dragon
The Rusty Scruffer
David Crandall
BT McGuire's
VT Pasta
107
80-84
86-88
q0-96
98-100
102
104-106
106'/z
108-110
114-116
118-124
126-130
132-134
136-140
144
146-148
150
152-154
-6
$476,300
$91,500
$187,100
$214,800
$162,200
$144,700
$201,400
$188,900
$250,800
$12,117
$2,327
$4,759
$7,765
$4,483
$5,098
$5,124
$4,806
$6,381
$7,124
$1,955
$2,666
$4,988
$2,739
$2,870
$2,197
$2,462
$2,663
Appendix C
CEDO's Strategies to Implement Downtown DevelopmentS 7
A. Address labor problems of local retailers by promoting improved
coordination between organizations representing local retailers and
employment and training organizations whose clients are well suited to
retail employment.
1. Joint sponsorship by the Downtown Business Development
Association and appropriate employment and training programs
of a program marketing brochure aimed at local retailers;
2. Establishment of a brief introductory seminar on employment in
the retailing industry, describing occupational opportunities,
employers expectations, and basic skill requirements;
3. Development of a program with the public schools to place high
school students in part-time retail jobs (i.e. , Saturdays, holiday
periods) and programs oriented towards the elderly;
4. Development of a newsletter listing retail employment
opportunities for distribution to schools, universities, and
employment and training programs;
5. Development of a special scholarship program in which local
employers pay 50 cents for each hour worked by a student into a
special education and training fund. Students wishing to pursue
training beyond high school would have access to this fund.
B. Work with employers on eliminating barriers to and improving the
quality of retail employment.
57 Excerpt from a CEDO's report; title, author and year unknown
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C. Strengthen coordination of public and private efforts to promote and
support downtown development through the creation of a
"Coordinating Council".
D. Support locally-owned retailers.
1. Conducting visits to local retailers to identify financing and
other business assistance needs, and developing appropriate
assistance packages to respond to these needs;
2. Identifying local business owners who are planning to sell their
businesses and helping to assemble financing packages using
the Burlington Revolving Loan Fund Program and other public and
private financial resources to facilitate intergenerational
transfers, sales to other local residents, or employee buyouts.
E. Establish linkages between downtown retailing and waterfront
development.
F. The City Should Continue its Efforts to Stop the Development of the
Pyramid Mall.
G. Encourage Downtown Retailers to Promote the Use of Public
Transportation and to Provide Parking for Their Employees
H. Promote Increased Private Sector Involvement in Strengthening the
Quality of life in the City
I. Aggressively Pursue the Development of a Downtown
Supermarket
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